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Dear Friend, 

as I consider all that the Shakespeare Theatre Company achieved 
over the course of the 2014–2015 Season, I feel truly privileged to be 
able to share my passion for classic theatre with our staff, artists and 
supporters. We have not rested on the successes of previous years. 
encouraged by our patrons and our community, we have continued 
to increase the reach of our educational programming and the quality 
of our artistic offerings. It is my special joy that we have been able to 
create more ambitious and immersive work than ever—thank you for 
engaging with us as we have challenged our creative teams, casts and 
audiences to expect the best on our stages.

We began our season with the 24th year of the Free For all, a beloved 
Washington tradition that I launched soon after arriving at the 
Shakespeare Theatre Company. over 10,000 people from all over the 
Washington, D.C. area joined us for free performances of The Winter’s 
Tale, reveling in the comedy of Shakespeare’s most famous stage 
direction: “exit pursued by a bear.”

The mainstage season kicked off with As You Like It, directed by michael 
attenborough. he joined us from england where he had served as 
artistic Director of the almeida Theatre in London and resident Director 
of the royal Shakespeare Company prior to his active retirement. as 
Derek Smith’s Jacques mused, “all the world’s a stage, and all the men 
and women merely players; they have their exits and their entrances, 
and one man in his time plays many parts, his acts being seven ages.” 
Shakespeare’s comedy of assumed identities, misplaced loyalties 
and bewildered lovers set the scene for the rest of the season, where 
confusion and chaos continued to reign supreme in our scripts.

ethan mcSweeny returned to the Shakespeare Theatre Company, 
following up on his magical 2012 production of A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream with The Tempest. audiences of all ages fell under the spell 
of prospero, played by Geraint Wyn Davies, as he stalked the sand-
covered stage and commanded Sofia Jean Gomez’s ariel into daring 
flight. That reimagined classic was followed by a true reDiscovery, The 
Metromaniacs, which I directed. I was thrilled to be able to work with 
David Ives once again, this time on his “transladaption” of alexis piron’s 
18th-century play. The recurring themes of our season—mistaken identity 
and misplaced ardor—found voice in hilarious rhymed couplets as Ives 
brilliantly and unsparingly skewered would-be poets and intellectual 
ignoramuses, maids and mistresses and even gender itself. This 
production was sponsored by the Beech Street Foundation through 
their support of our Beech Street Commissions series and was presented 
as a part of the Comedy Française-The Clarice Smith Series.

We then welcomed the national Theatre of Scotland and the royal 
Shakespeare Company’s co-production of Dunsinane to the harman 
stage. playwright David Greig masterfully added twists to the 
familiar Shakespearean story in this thought-provoking play. Directed 
unflinchingly by roxana Silbert, this sequel to Macbeth asked audiences 
to consider the true meanings of loyalty, leadership and love.

our own associate artistic Director alan paul continued his success with 
musicals at Sidney harman hall when we opened Man of La Mancha, 
with book by Dale Wasserman, lyrics by Joe Darion and music by mitch 
Leigh, to critical and popular acclaim. australian star anthony Warlow 
redefined the impossible dream as Cervantes/Don Quixote, and it was 
a true pleasure to introduce newcomer amber Iman as a breathtakingly 
passionate aldonza. ms. Iman, along with amelia pedlow, who played 
Lucille in The Metromaniacs, later won the emery Battis award for 
acting excellence. Both The Metromaniacs and Man of La Mancha 
enjoyed extended runs to meet audience demand.

The 2014–2015 Season closed with molière’s Tartuffe, which provided an 
intense—and intensely topical—exploration of religious fervor, civic and 
familial duty and hypocrisy. Directed by paris native Dominique Serrand, 
who holds the French honor of Chevalier des arts et des Lettres, and 
starring Steven epp as Tartuffe, the dark production was hailed as 
“riveting” by The Washington Post and “fascinatingly sinister” by  
The Los Angeles Times.

of course our work was not enjoyed solely on our stages by our patrons; 
our educational programs also brought students to the harman Center 
for the arts and classic theatre into our communities. Throughout the 
course of the season, the Shakespeare Theatre Company offered 26 
arts education, enrichment and engagement programs to over 20,000 
participants, of whom 14,000 were students, and created a Common-
Core-aligned student resource guide for each production. our education 
and engagement programs are a crucial part of our mission, and we are 
delighted that this goal has been so wholeheartedly embraced by our 
community and our supporters.

This season, full of humorous exchanges, complicated relationships 
and difficult questions, would not have been possible without the 
unwavering support of our Board of Trustees, donors and patrons. 
Together, we have raised the bar for artistic excellence. Together, we 
have brought Shakespeare and classic theatre to even more students 
in D.C., maryland and Virginia. Because of the work we create together, 
theatregoers of all ages and affinities in the Washington area know 
they will be engaged, inspired and challenged when they come to the 
Shakespeare Theatre Company. The depth and breadth of our offerings 
both on and off the stage are enabled by your generous support, and I 
am tremendously proud to have shared the 2014–2015 Season with you. 
Thank you.

Warmly,

michael kahn
artistic Director

Cover photo: Avery Glymph as Ferdinand, Rachel Mewbron as Miranda and the Ensemble of The Tempest. Photo by Scott Suchman. Photo of Michael Kahn by Kevin Allen
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nehal Joshi as Sancho and Anthony Warlow as don Quixote in Man of la Mancha. Photo by Scott Suchman.
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MiSSion , 
viS ion And 
vAlu ES
o u R M iSS io n
The Shakespeare Theatre Company creates, preserves and 
promotes classic theatre—ambitious, enduring plays with 

universal themes—for all audiences.

o u R v iS io n
We create theatre to ignite a dialogue that connects the 
universality of classic works to our shared human experience in 
the modern world.

o u R 
vAlu E S A n d F oCu S
The Shakespeare Theatre Company produces and presents 
the highest-quality classic theatre productions across genres, 
bringing them to vibrant life in a provocative, imaginative and 
accessible style.

With Shakespeare at our core, we explore plays of national and 
international relevancy—those with profound themes, complex 
characters and heightened language—through a contemporary 
21st century lens.

We expand the classic theatre repertoire in america by reviving 
and commissioning adaptations and translations of important 
forgotten works.

We create impactful and responsive arts education and 
community engagement programs to connect audiences to the 
significance of classic works and themes.

We provide a home for leading classical artists and a training 
ground for the next generation of theatre artists and arts 
administrators.

derek Smith as Jaques (center) with Matthew Schleigh, nathan Winkelstein, Todd Scofield, Theodore Snead, Timothy d. Stickney and luis Alberto Gonzalez in As you like it. Photo by Scott Suchman.
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By William Shakespeare 
original Direction by rebecca Taichman  
remount directed by alan paul 
august 19–august 31, 2014 
Sidney harman hall

m
ore than 650,000 people have attended the Free For all since 
1991, when Shakespeare Theatre Company artistic Director 
michael kahn and Founding Chairman r. robert Linowes 

inaugurated the tradition of free Shakespeare in D.C. with kahn’s 
production of The Merry Wives of Windsor. This year marked the sixth 
anniversary performing in Sidney harman hall and the 24th anniversary of 
the festival at large. 

For this year’s entry in this beloved Washington tradition, STC launched 
its 2014–2015 Season by reviving The Winter’s Tale directed by associate 
artistic Director alan paul, initially presented during the 2012–2013 Season 

with original direction by rebecca Taichman. The Winter’s Tale tells a 
story of two generations who rise above torment and obsession and travel 
through time to visit the austere court at Sicilia and the bright seashore of 
Bohemia. Taichman’s original production of this comedic, tragic, romantic 
and fantastical play was hailed as “transcendent” (Washingtonian) and 
“visually arresting and tenderly wrought” (The Washington Post), and 
director alan paul brought Taichman‘s stunning interpretation to life in 
Sidney harman hall for the annual Free For all, where over 10,000 D.C. 
area residents attended the production completely free of charge.

LEADERSHIP SUPPORT:

and The Free For All 
Community Partners

Friends of 
Free For All 

Philip L. 
Graham Fund

EXCLUSIVE MEDIA SPONSOR ADDITIONAL SUPPORT:

Max and victoria 
dreyfus Foundation

Graham holdings

T
he mainstage season opened with As You Like It, one of 
Shakespeare’s fullest comedies, where poetry, mistaken identities 
and true love lost and found abound. When rosalind escapes to 

the Forest of arden—disguised as a boy and with her cousin in tow—she 
seeks only refuge from her uncle’s wrath. But the woods are home to 
many an expat, with intertwined histories and mysteries to unravel on the 
journey home. Internationally acclaimed Shakespearean director michael 
attenborough directed the light-hearted As You Like It for his american 
regional debut in a production that was praised as “a veritable carnival of 
love” (DC Metro Theater Arts).   

among many of the celebrated performers was english actress Zoë Waites 
who played a “hard to resist” rosalind, full of “the very essence of wit 
and grace” (DC Theatre Scene). In an interview with DC Theatre Scene, 
Waites explained that attenborough wanted to emphasize “the story and 
the truthfulness of the people as it plays out” with “simple, economical 
staging,” and, because of this, he and his artistic team succeeded in 
producing an As You Like It that was “sometimes minimalist, sometimes 
beautifully mythical,” with a forest of arden that had “never been more 
enchanting” (DC Metro Theater Arts).  

By William Shakespeare 
Directed by michael attenborough 
associate Director alan paul 
october 28–December 14, 2014 
Lansburgh Theatre

As You Like It was sponsored by the hRh Foundation. restaurant partner: district Chophouse
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By William Shakespeare
Directed by ethan mcSweeny
December 2, 2014–January 18, 2015
Sidney harman hall

By David Greig
Directed by roxana Silbert

From the national Theatre of Scotland and royal Shakespeare Company
February 4–February 21, 2015

Sidney harman hall

The Tempest was sponsored by Arlene and Robert Kogod.
additional Support from Share Fund and KPMG llP.
restaurant partner: Asia nine

S
hakespeare Theatre Company affiliated artist and former STC associate 
Director ethan mcSweeny returned to Sidney harman hall to direct a 
spectacular production of The Tempest. In what is thought to be the 

Bard’s final play and masterpiece, trickery, magic, romance and revenge set 
the stage, and sprites, goddesses and fools hold court. prospero, the deposed 
Duke of milan and now a powerful magician, raises a great storm to wreck the 
vessel bearing his betrayers onto the shores of the mysterious island he has 
made his home. There, attended upon by his daughter, a magical sprite and 
a villainous prisoner, prospero leads the shipwrecked passengers through a 
mysterious dream on the course from vengeance to reconciliation. Following 
mcSweeny’s imaginative production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream two 
seasons ago, The Tempest’s magical world was a fitting playground for his deft 
hand and talent for visual panache. 

“Sleekly assembled and easy on the eyes,” this “wise and alluring” (The 
Washington Post) production dazzled audiences. Co-founder and artistic 
Director of Strangemen & Co. James ortiz designed an 18-foot-tall puppet 
of Juno with a reach between her hands of about 52 feet, a piece of 
stagecraft that The Washington Post exclaimed might be “the biggest in 
the theatre’s history.” The stunning spectacle, the talented cast (featuring 
Geraint Wyn Davies, Sofia Jean Gomez and many others) and mcSweeny’s 
stunning direction made this production “lush, soaring, full of silhouette 
and shadow, and above all, richly theatrical” (Washington City Paper). 

 

T
he national Theatre of Scotland returned to the Shakespeare Theatre 
Company with the american premiere of David Greig’s Dunsinane. 
This production continued the valuable relationship between the two 

companies, which included the highly praised 2011 and 2012 presentation 
Series performances of Black Watch and David Greig’s play-in-a-pub, The 
Strange Undoing of Prudencia Hart, presented at the Bier Baron tavern. 
premiered by the royal Shakespeare Company at hampstead Theatre in 2010, 
this tour marked the u.S. premiere of Dunsinane after a highly successful tour 
to east asia and russia in the spring of 2014.

Dunsinane is the setting for Greig’s play, the Scottish garrison town where 
the english occupying army is ready to commence battle and is historically 
believed to be where malcolm defeated macbeth in 1054. This dramatic 
sequel to Shakespeare’s Macbeth by the national Theatre of Scotland and 
the royal Shakespeare Company is a vision of one english man’s attempt to 

restore peace in a country ravaged by war, and of a Scottish queen’s ferocious 
resistance. Written from the perspective of a Scot, Dunsinane examines the 
struggle of a foreign invader to grasp local customs and politics while trying 
to restore order in a war-torn land. DC Metro Theater Arts commended STC 
for bringing to Washington, D.C. “a powerful drama that sheds a theatrical 
spotlight on some of the most important issues of our time: the cycles of 
violence that plague our world, the cruel dynamic between the occupiers and 
the occupied, and the senseless idea that it would ever become ‘necessary 
to destroy the town to save it.’” Metro Weekly proclaimed the play to be “a 
thought-provoking, often amusing, tale of love, loss and medieval conflict.” 

Dunsinane was sponsored by  
dr. Paul and Mrs. Rose Carter.
restaurant partner: Zaytinya

12
Sofia Jean Gomez as ariel and Geraint Wyn Davies as prospero. photo by Scott Suchman. Siobhan redmond as Gruach and Darrell D’Silva as Siward in the national Theatre of Scotland and the royal Shakespeare Company’s production of Dunsinane. photo by ka Lam.
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C
ontinuing the successful partnership between artistic Director 
michael kahn and playwright David Ives, STC presented The 
Metromaniacs, the third play in Ives’s series of rediscovered 

French comedy masterpieces following The Heir Apparent (2011) and The 
Liar (2010). a world-premiere translation and adaptation, Ives once again 
applied his brilliant sense of comedic timing to a lost classic. mistaken 
identity, misplaced ardor and a fight for true love ensues in alexis piron’s 
classic 1738 French farce. Would-be poet Damis has fallen for the works 
of a mysterious Breton poetess, not knowing she is really the middle-
aged gentleman Francalou. however, Francalou allows Damis to believe 
the poetess is his own daughter, Lucille, in order to separate her from 
Dorante, the son of his sworn enemy. add to the chaos some scheming 
servants, pseudonyms, disguises and poetic wooing reminiscent of 
Cyrano, and there is much to untangle before love-plots are resolved and 
a happy ending is found.

according to michael kahn, “Ives’s translations make us realize that history is 
not just something you read in a book, but something that you can actively 

shape, rediscover and reimagine.” Ives’s adaptation of The Metromaniacs 
breathed fresh life into the story, giving it crisp, modern language for 
contemporary audiences, while infusing it with wit and clever wordplay 
set in rhyming verse. The Metromaniacs delighted its audiences and critics 
alike, with The Washington Post calling it an “ingenious resurrection of an 
obscure 18th-Century French comedy,” and an “almost criminally enjoyable 
world premiere (in verse!),” and DC Metro Theater Arts proclaiming it “a 
wild, wonderful, built-for-speed, audaciously performed game-of-deception, 
fantasyland comedy.” 

The Metromaniacs was presented as a part of 
Comedy Française—The Clarice Smith Series. 

The reDiscovery Commission series is sponsored by the    
  beech Street Foundation.
The Clarice Smith Series was sponsored by 
the Robert h. Smith Family Foundation  

restaurant partner: Social Reform

By David Ives  
adapted from La Métromanie by alexis piron 
Directed by michael kahn 
January 16–march 22, 2015 
Lansburgh Theatre

u
nder the direction of associate artistic Director alan paul, Man of 
La Mancha dazzled Shakespeare Theatre Company’s audiences and 
became the highest-selling show in STC history. In Man of La Mancha, 

a story of hope and idealism rises from the darkness and despair of a prison 
cell and is carried aloft by some of the most familiar and moving songs of the 
american theatre. as miguel de Cervantes presents his tale of knight errant 
Don Quixote, his journey comes alive in a play-within-a-play, featuring loyal 
friends, troubled maidens, giant monsters and brave knights. This production 
featured acclaimed australian actor anthony Warlow as Don Quixote, 
accompanied by nehal Joshi as Sancho and amber Iman as aldonza. 

proclaimed as a “production people will be talking about for years to come” 
by the Baltimore Post-Examiner, Man of La Mancha was full of “beautiful 
music and stellar performances by a talented cast” (DC Metro Theater 
Arts). This record-breaking, “thrilling” and “full-bodied” production (Talkin’ 
Broadway) earned associate artistic Director alan paul the title of a “young 
protégé” (The Washington Post). 

man of La mancha was sponsored by Michael R. Klein and Joan i. Fabry and the Artistic leadership Fund.
production support from John and Meg hauge.
restaurant partner: Jaleo

Book by Dale Wasserman
Lyrics by Joe Darion

Composed by mitch Leigh
Directed by alan paul
march 17–may 3, 2015

Sidney harman hall

nehal Joshi as Sancho. anthony Warlow as Don Quixote and amber Iman as aldonza. photo by Scott Suchman.
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T
he Shakespeare Theatre Company finished its 2014–2015 Season with a 
“bold and bracing” Tartuffe directed by Dominique Serrand (Washington 
City Paper). a co-production with South Coast repertory and Berkeley 

repertory Theatre, Tartuffe was both directed and designed by Dominique 
Serrand, the co-founder and co-artistic director of The moving Company, an 
ensemble dedicated to creating new work and reimagining work of the past. In 
Tartuffe, molière’s crowning achievement and scathing indictment of religious 
hypocrisy, orgon has fallen under the spell of the pious fraud Tartuffe, at great 
cost to his family and household. The family watches in astonishment as their 
leader obeys every word of Tartuffe’s false piety and divine authority—who 
meanwhile is stealing secrets and seducing the lady of the house. only by 
conspiring, hiding in closets and climbing under tables can the family reveal 
Tartuffe’s fake divinity.
 

“We [had] never before produced Tartuffe, just as we have (still) never 
produced The Misanthrope, perhaps molière’s two most well-known plays,” 
STC artistic Director michael kahn explained. “The reason is simple. Great 
plays demand great talent and an even greater vision for their contemporary 
relevance.” The ensemble was led by Steven epp as the seemingly pious 
Tartuffe. known as one of the finest comic actors in america, epp previously 
appeared at STC in 2012 as Truffaldino in The Servant of Two Masters, earning 
the 2012 helen hayes award for Best actor. epp was joined by Sofia Jean 
Gomez, playing elmire, the object of Tartuffe’s desire. under Dominique 
Serrand’s direction and “the dedication of the cohesive ensemble,” Tartuffe 
triumphed as that “brilliant and shocking” play filled with contemporary 
relevance, great talent and great vision (DC Theatre Scene).  

This season, as a prelude to the Women’s Voices Theater Festival, the reDiscovery Series 
presented Leading Female Voices of the 20th Century: five works by five female authors, 
focusing on five different decades of the american experience. each play was helmed by a 
D.C.-based director and accompanied by post-show discussions with guest scholars from the 
local community, moderated by STC Literary manager, Drew Lichtenberg.

The featured plays:
• Chains of Dew by Susan Glaspell, directed by holly Twyford
• Susan and God by rachel Crothers, directed by Shirley Serotsky
• Big Night by Dawn powell, directed by Lise Bruneau
• The Autumn Garden by Lillian hellman, directed by eleanor holdridge
• Wedding Band by alice Childress, directed by Jennifer L. nelson

The reDiscovery Series has been a staple of the Shakespeare Theatre Company’s 
programming since the 1993–1994 Season. The series has produced over 70 readings of lost 
or neglected classical works, carefully selected by artistic Director michael kahn. many of 
these plays have gone on to be produced in full at STC such as:

• Don Carlos by Friedrich Schiller
• Ion by euripides
• A Woman of No Importance by oscar Wilde
• The Silent Woman by Ben Jonson
• The Alchemist by Ben Jonson
• Five by Tenn: An Evening of Undiscovered Tennessee Williams  

  by Tennessee Williams
• Lorenzaccio by alfred de musset, translated and adapted by John Strand
• The Dog in the Manger by Lope de Vega, translated by David Johnston
• The Beaux’ Stratagem by George Farquhar, adapted by Thornton Wilder and ken Ludwig
• The Liar by pierre Corneille, translated and adapted by David Ives
• The Heir Apparent by Jean-Francois regnard, translated and adapted by David Ives
• The Government Inspector by nikolai Gogol, adapted by Jeffrey hatcher
• Wallenstein by Friedrich Schiller, adapted by robert pinsky
• The Metromaniacs by alexis piron, translated and adapted by David Ives

The reDiscovery Series is made possible through the generosity of Ann K. Morales.

Rediscovery Series

By molière
adapted by David Ball
Directed by Dominique Serrand
June 2–July 5, 2015
Sidney harman hall

Tartuffe was presented as a part of Comedy Française—The Clarice Smith Series. 
The Clarice Smith Series was sponsored by the Robert h. Smith Family Foundation 
restaurant partner: Carmine’s

Sofia Jean Gomez as elmire and Steven epp as Tartuffe. photo by Scott Suchman. 16
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The Magic Flute-Impempe Yomlingo 
Isango ensemble repertory 
September 12–September 21, 2014 
Lansburgh Theatre

The Magic Flute-Impempe Yomlingo reinterprets the 
classic story by setting it in contemporary South 
africa, performing the play’s score on marimbas, 
drums and other South african percussion. This 
olivier award winner for Best musical revival thrilled 
audiences in London, Dublin, Tokyo and Singapore, 
and received the Globes de Cristal for Best opera 
production following a sold-out season at the Théâtre 
du Châtelet in paris, before gracing the STC stage and 
dazzling our audiences.

The Magic Flute-Impempe Yomlingo was sponsored 
by dr. Paul and Mrs. Rose Carter.
Venus and Adonis 

Isango ensemble repertory 
September 13–September 20, 2014 
Lansburgh Theatre
Venus and Adonis, Shakespeare’s epic poem of love and 
seduction, is reborn with this adaption that takes the heart of 
the original work and reimagines it with carnival-like theatricality, 
music and dance in english and three african languages.

StC  
PR ESE nTATion 

SE RiES
Potted Potter 
The Unauthorized Harry Experience—A Parody by Dan and Jeff 
Written and performed by Daniel Clarkson and Jefferson Turner 
may 30–June 21, 2015 
Lansburgh Theatre

Potted Potter—a 70-minute comedy production featuring all seven harry potter books—returned 
to the STC stage following last year’s sell-out run of this smash hit. Potted Potter takes on the 
ultimate challenge of condensing the harry potter series into an explosive improv piece. Taking 
cues from the ease of the reduced Shakespeare Company, and on par with comedic parodies 
“potter puppet pals” and “a Very potter musical,” Potted Potter is a hilarious experience for both 
the potter novice and expert. Written and performed by two-time olivier award-nominated 
actors Daniel Clarkson and Jefferson Turner, Potted Potter was a raucous adventure for all ages. 
In addition to being a critic’s pick by The New York Times, New York Magazine and Time Out 
London, the show received the prestigious 2012 olivier award nomination for Best entertainment 
and Family Show, and played to sold-out houses worldwide.

The Shakespeare Theatre Company brought two productions by the Isango ensemble to Washington, D.C. as part of STC’s 
2014–2015 presentation Series. The Isango ensemble’s unique performances reset Western theatre classics within a South 
african township, utilizing music, dance and elements of South african heritage.

SpeCiAl 
E nGAG E M E nTS

Women of Will: An Evening with Tina Packer
april 8, 2015
Lansburgh Theatre

Women of Will: An Evening with Tina Packer featured leading Shakespearean actor/dramaturg 
Tina packer in an evening that deconstructed and conjured Shakespeare’s famous female 
characters. Founder of Shakespeare & Company in Lenox, massachusetts, Tina packer 
celebrated the release of her long-awaited book Women of Will: Following the Feminine in 
Shakespeare’s Plays with a special engagement at the Shakespeare Theatre Company that 
encompassed her more than 40 years of experience in acting and directing the Bard. her 
book follows Shakespeare’s development from youth to enlightened maturity and charts the 
playwright’s evolution across the years through his increasingly empathetic and nuanced 
portrayal of his female characters. The evening began with a performance by packer that 
explored Shakespeare’s imagination through his female characters, uncovering a theme and 
progression within the women’s voices. Following the performance, packer signed copies of 
Women of Will: Following the Feminine in Shakespeare’s Plays in a post-show reception. 

Tina packer. photo by matthew murphy.

photo of mhlekazi andy mosiea by keith pattison.

Daniel Clarkson and Jefferson Turner
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PRivATE livES  

Bianca amato
outstanding Lead actress in a play—hayeS production

philip S. rosenberg, 
outstanding Lighting Design—hayeS production
    (WinnER)

Daniel pelzig
outstanding Choreography in a play—hayeS production

maria aitken
outstanding Director of a play—hayeS production

ThE iMPoRTAnCE oF bEinG EARnEST 

Simon higlett
outstanding Set Design—hayeS production

bRiEF EnCounTER

outstanding Visiting production 
   (WinnER)

6
nomInaTIonS 

2 
WInS

VeloCitydC
october 9–11, 2014 

VelocityDC is a special partnership between the D.C. 
Commission on the arts and humanities, the Shakespeare 
Theatre Company and Washington performing arts. Designed 
to showcase and promote the exceptional artistic quality 
of the D.C. region’s dance community, VelocityDC positions 
Washington as a top arts and dance destination nationwide.  
 
The annual event, featuring the city’s best-known ensembles, 
undiscovered gems and everyone in between, has become one 
of the highlights of Washington’s dance season. Velocity D.C. 
returned to Sidney harman hall for its sixth year, with more than 
20 ensembles and individuals.

The 2014 VeLoCITyDC perFormanCeS FeaTureD: 

Bob Boross Freestyle Jazz Dance 
Bowen mcCauley Dance 
Capitol movement pre-professional Company 
Christopher k. morgan & artists 
CityDance 
Company | e 
Danzante Contemporary Dance 
DeVIaTeD TheaTre 
Flamenco aparicio & pastora Flamenco 
Furia Flamenca  
Gin Dance Company 
Dr. Janaki rangarajan  
Jane Franklin Dance 
kankouran West african Dance 
katie Sopoci Drake 
Lathanial Cooper  
The national hand Dance association 
robert J. priore 
Serendib Dance 
Silk road Dance Company 
S.J. ewing & Dancers 
SoLe Defined 
Taurus Broadhurst Dance 
VTDance 
The Washington Ballet 
yamini Saripalli

Bowen mcCauley Dance. photo by John mcCauley
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Bill nighy as Tom Sergeant and Carey mulligan as kyra hollis in Skylight. photo by John haynes.

Damien molony as Spike and olivia Vinall as hilary in The Hard Problem by Tom 
Stoppard. photo by Johan persson.
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StC PRESENTS

For the sixth consecutive season, the Shakespeare Theatre 
Company offered screenings of world-class productions 
from the national Theatre in London. each presentation was 
filmed live and broadcast in hD to the Shakespeare Theatre 
Company’s Sidney harman hall. 

This season included encore broadcasts of nT Live favorites 
in addition to several exciting new broadcasts. encore 
showings included The Audience, starring helen mirren as 
Queen elizabeth II, and the award-winning Frankenstein with 
Benedict Cumberbatch and Jonny Lee miller.  
 
nT Live also broadcast the national Theatre’s productions 
of Medea starring helen mcCrory, Of Mice and Men starring 

Golden Globe winner and academy award nominee James 
Franco and Tony award® nominee Chris o’Dowd, Bryony 
Lavery’s adaptation of Treasure Island, and Tom Stoppard’s 
The Hard Problem; the young Vic’s production of A Streetcar 
Named Desire starring Gillian anderson, Ben Foster and 
Vanessa kirby and arthur miller’s A View from the Bridge 
starring mark Strong; the West end’s Skylight with Bill nighy 
and Carey mulligan; DV8 physical Theatre’s production of 
JOHN; and Bolshoi Ballet’s Romeo and Juliet.  

nT Live at the Shakespeare Theatre Company is supported by the
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we  
open  

ouR 
dooRS

hIGhLIGhTS
Toast
presented by dog & pony
September 20–26, 2014
Sidney harman hall

Dance Theatre of Harlem
presented by Washington performing arts
october 14–19, 2014
Sidney harman hall

Dakshina 
presented by Daniel Singh Dance Company
november 5–8, 2014
Sidney harman hall

The Great Divorce
presented by aruba productions 
December 18, 2014–January 4, 2015
Lansburgh Theatre

Thank you
The Shakespeare Theatre Company thanks the 
following organizations for hosting their events at the  
harman Center for the arts:

1776DC
aarp
accenture
adas Israel Congregation
american psychological association
The atlantic
British Council
Catalogue for philanthropy
College Bound
Columbia College Chicago
Dance Institute of Washington
DC Government
DowntownDC Business Improvement District
east Capitol Communications
equity residential
Ford/Forlano
Georgetown university
hBo
hope Street Group
horning Brothers
IDeo
IIDa maC Chapter
kevin Spacey Foundation
The neeD project
pole pressure
rehabTime organization
roots of Development
Theater J
Vanguard Communications
Washington Ballet
Washington Jewish Film Festival

every year the Shakespeare Theatre Company 
invites artists from all disciplines into our spaces, 
hosting local companies and international groups 
alike. In the 2014–2015 Season STC welcomed more 
than 30 organizations to our theatres.
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FiguReS And StAtiStiCS
2014-2015 maInSTaGe proDuCTIonS

tiCKet 
ACCeSSibility
Ticket Accessibility 

The Shakespeare Theatre Company has been nationally 
recognized for its excellence in staging high-quality, innovative 
versions of famous classical plays; exposing audiences to less-
known classic works and reintroducing them back into the 
commonly produced classical canon; and striving to reach and 
connect new and unlikely audiences to classical theatre through 
numerous accessibility efforts. STC offered more than 40,000 free 
and subsidized tickets through Free For all, reDiscovery staged 
readings, ShakeSpearIenCe and District Shakespeare Student 
matinees and Free WILL.

Free For All attracts over 10,000 patrons annually—more than 
650,000 since its beginning in 1991.

Since 2003, Rediscovery staged readings have attracted 
approximately 1,000 patrons per year. 

The free district Shakespeare education program allows every 
D.C. public/charter school student to experience the classics not 
just on the page but also on the stage. Combined with  
ShAKESPEARiEnCE, which provides reduced price tickets to 
students in maryland and Virginia, STC serves 8,000 students 
annually with the programs.

under 35 initiatives including subscriptions and young prose 
nights serve over 15,000 annually.

During its first year, over 4,000 people acquired tickets through 
FREE Will. almost half of those participants had never attended 
any of STC’s programming, and the majority of Free WILL 
attendees were between the ages of 18 and 44.

one-third of STC’s audience enjoys free, discount  
or subsidized pricing. 

Subscribers

Single Ticket Buyers 

Special package Subscribers

Groups

47.30%

47.96%

3.79%

0.94%
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SoCiAl MediA

DurInG The 2014–2015 SeaSon:

Facebook  
page likes
grew from  

16,500 to 20,915 

Women International Video Viewsunspecified

Domestic paid/ads

STC Facebook Fans STC Facebook Fans organic viewersSTC Facebook Fans

STC Facebook Fans ViewersSTC Facebook Fans

men

64% 3% 64%3%

85% 36%34%

Twitter  
Followers
grew from  

7,893 to 10,000

instagram 
launched, Followers
grew from 0 to 852
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Community engagement is an essential foundation for the 
Shakespeare Theatre Company’s work. STC provides a cultural 
home for audiences and artists alike. During the 2014-2015 Season, 
patrons were introduced to lost classics, explored familiar plays 
and discovered local artists and new works in our theatres. 
Community members were welcomed into the STC family as 
volunteers, and STC staff led workshops in neighborhoods 
across the D.C. region, fortifying the relationship between the 
Shakespeare Theatre Company and our community.

commuNiTy
ENgagEmENT
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CReAtiVe 
ConVeRSAtionS

twitteR nigHt 
With #STCnight, or Twitter night, the Creative Conversation 
series took to social media, welcoming audience members 
to join the conversation on Twitter before and after the play. 
Led by audience enrichment manager, hannah hessel ratner, 
participants learned more about the production, shared their 
own thoughts and connected with other theatregoers.

booKendS
Bookends provided audiences with a complete enrichment 
experience before they entered the theatre and after they saw 
the performance. Before the show, participants explored the 
themes and history of the play with STC’s Literary manager Drew 
Lichtenberg and audience enrichment manager hannah hessel 
ratner. after the performance, cast members joined the audience 
for a discussion, providing their own perspective on the work.

ReFleCtionS
Bringing together STC staff members and guest panelists from 
a variety of disciplines, reflections encouraged audiences 
to share their opinions and debate their ideas about the 
productions. Led by Samantha k. Wyer, Director of education, 
these talks featured production staff members including 
Jeannette Lee porter (Costumes), Dori Beau Seigneur (props), 
Jose Simbulan (musical Direction), Christopher anaya-Gorman 
(Stage management) and Tom haygood (production). In 
addition, reflections hosted special guests matthew Cumbie 
of Dance exchange; raymond Short of the national Theatre 
of Scotland; Guy Vallhonrat, u.S. marine Corps F-35 program 
manager; Barbara and ralph alterowitz, private collectors; 
ayanna Thompson, George Washington university; and 
Wyckham avery, artist and performer.

CoMMunity
The Shakespeare Theatre Company strives to be a good 
neighbor, a public resource and an open forum for the 
exchange of ideas. as a proud member of the D.C. community, 
STC engages audiences and artists of all kinds, and provides 
multiple avenues for access and understanding, and unique 
ways to connect with Shakespeare and immerse oneself in the 
performing arts.

CReAtiVe ConVeRSAtionS
The Shakespeare Theatre Company’s Creative Conversations 
provided a variety of opportunities for audiences to investigate 
and respond to the work onstage. The discussions approached 
each production from multiple perspectives, sharing insight from 
scholars, artists, cultural leaders and audience members. With 
multiple points of access—in person and online—Conversations 
sparked dialogue about a show’s merit and relevance in the 
modern world. During the 2014–2015 Season, 1,743 patrons 
participated in Creative Conversations.

pAge & StAge
Taking a closer look at how plays are brought from script to 
stage, these discussions—led by STC’s Literary manager and 
Dramaturg, Drew Lichtenberg—approached the productions 
from two perspectives. members of the production’s artistic team 
were paired with local scholars to examine the challenges and 
themes in each play. Guest scholars this season included kent 
Cartwright, university of maryland; Guy Spielmann, Georgetown 
university; Beth hoffmann, George mason university; rick Davis, 
George mason university; Theodore Leinwand, university of 
maryland; and andrea marie Frisch, university of maryland.
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HAppeningS At tHe HARMAn

This past season, happenings at the harman shifted from 
lunchtime to evening. happy hour performances provided free 
entertainment to bridge the work day and evening events at STC. 
The monthly performance line-up featured nine artist groups, 
including: poet Jeremy Garcon; musicians Wytold and ensemble 
Gaudior; dance groups Ziva’s Spanish Dance ensemble and next 
reflex Dance Collective; and theatre from annalisa Dias and alex 
mills, Crude mechanicals, the academy for Classical acting and 
dog & pony dc. 

Cocktails generously provided by

poSt-SHow diSCuSSionS
after the performance, audiences got up close and personal 
with the artists on stage. post-performance Discussions allowed 
patrons to ask actors about their craft, the experience of 
performing and their thoughts on the play. These discussions 
were led by STC’s Literary manager Drew Lichtenberg and 
audience enrichment manager hannah hessel ratner.

pRoSeCAStS
recorded and shared online for each production, these free 
podcasts delved into the historical context, themes and process 
of creation. Special guests for the 2014–2015 Season included 
Zoë Waites (As You Like It); Clifton Duncan (The Tempest); adam 
LeFevre (The Metromaniacs); playwright David Grieg (Dunsinane); 
nehal Joshi (Man of La Mancha); and Steven epp (Tartuffe)

ASl-inteRpReted 
diSCuSSion
Before each sign-interpreted performance, STC’s audience 
enrichment manager hannah hessel ratner shared interesting 
facts about the production with deaf, hard of hearing and 
hearing audience members, assisted by an aSL interpreter. 
patrons had the chance to ask questions and reflect on important 
themes and context for the performance

ASideSliVe
In the 2014–2015 Season, the Shakespeare Theatre Company 
presented three in-depth symposia. These stimulating seminars 
allowed roughly 200 patrons to examine and contextualize As 
You Like It, Dunsinane, The Metromaniacs and Tartuffe. panel 
discussions featured members of the artistic team and prominent 
scholars of history and literature. panels included “Language of 
Lust” with Wall Street Journal language columnist Ben Zimmer, 
“moving Language” with playwrights David Ives and ellen 
mcLaughlin, and “a new Tartuffe” with adaptor David Ball.

The cast of Man of La Mancha participates in a post-show discussion with audience members.
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VolunteeRS

Devoted volunteers are vital to the daily operations of 
the Shakespeare Theatre Company. During the season, 
volunteer ushers were essential as friendly and welcoming 
representatives to our theatre patrons. This past season, STC 
had over 1,100 volunteers, including more than 50 new ushers. 
Volunteers also provided assistance with many special events 
and education programs, including Free For all, meet the Cast 
receptions and Student matinees.

“   ‘The play’s the thing,’ but it takes an audience to really 
make each performance come to life. ushering at 
Shakespeare Theatre for almost ten years now never 

fails to bring me enormous pleasure as I help the audience 
become fully comfortable and ready for the magic of the 
performance. I especially appreciate each newcomer to 
the theatre as another opportunity for expanding the 
enrichment of the moment. During the performance, I 
sometimes glance around to witness the array of emotions, 
often moving from glee to shock to awe to anger as the 
words come to life and help us all further our understanding 
of what it is to be alive in the complex world around us.

Lynne rothberg
Usher since ‘06

ARtiStS in  
tHe CoMMunity

artists in the Community offered enrichment workshops 
to a wide range of groups that were interested in engaging 
with the Shakespeare Theatre Company. The workshops 
were customized to reach the goals set forth by each host 
organization, focusing on everything from acting skills to 
backstage tours. In the 2014–2015 Season, STC reached 
nearly 200 children and adults through workshops with 
visiting student groups from minnesota to South africa, 
and community organizations such as Liveup and ThearC. 
an active participant in local festivals, STC also provided 
workshops and classical performances to an additional 4,000 
participants at events like the Barracks row Festival and the 
British embassy open house.

photo by Taylor henry

”
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pRoFeSSionAl 
deVelopMent

FAMily weeK

With dynamic curricula and a collaborative approach, 
professional Development workshops honed 
skills in communication, cooperation and public 
speaking. STC’s workshops are customized to each 
organization’s needs and goals, teaching professional 
skills through techniques used in the theatre. In 
the 2014–2015 Season, the Shakespeare Theatre 
Company provided workshops to organizations 
including america’s Blood Centers, The George 
Washington university Law School, the Foreign 
Service Institute, u.S. Department of State and 
International Corporate accountability roundtable.

With the goal of introducing Shakespeare to a wider range 
of young children and families, STC education presented a 
week of free events, workshops and discussions built around 
ethan mcSweeny’s production of The Tempest. nearly 500 of 
our youngest theatregoers experienced Shakespeare for the 
first time through performances of Tiny Tempest, an hour-long 
version of the play created for elementary school students. 
Children and families also had the chance to participate in 
backstage tours and workshops like “Tempest Costumes: 
Designing a World,” “Sonnets with Superpowers” and “making 
Stage magic,” before attending the performance with a 
discounted Family pack ticket. over 900 children and parents 
participated in Family Week, hopefully beginning a tradition of 
attending theatre together as a family.

Miles Gilburne and Nina Zolt

The Beech Street Foundation

The D.C. Commission on the Arts & Humanities, 
an agency supported in part by the National 
Endowment for the Arts

The City Fund

Mr. Jerry Knoll

Shakespeare for a New Generation,  
a national program  
of the National Endowment  
for the Arts in partnership  
with Arts Midwest

Suzanne and Glen Youngkin

Ada Harris Maley Memorial Fund
Marshall B. Coyne Foundation
Exxon Mobil
Mark & Carol Hyman Fund
The George Preston Marshall Foundation
The Jacob and Charlotte Lehrman Foundation
The Morningstar Foundation
Ms. Toni Ritzenberg
Nora Roberts Foundation
Solon E. Summerfield Foundation

FOUNDING SPONSORS OF STC 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Our thanks to those who made Family Week at The Tempest, and all of our education programs, possible.

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR

LEADERSHIP SUPPORT AdditionAl SUPPoRt
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SHow-SpeCiFiC  
engAgeMent eVentS

The Shakespeare Theatre Company took inspiration 
from our 2014–2015 Season productions to build new 
programs and events for the community to enjoy. 
During Shakespeare’s As You Like It, STC partnered 
with the u.S. Botanic Garden to build “escape to the 
Forest of arden,” a mobile tour that allowed uSBG 
visitors to immerse themselves in Shakespeare’s 
poetry—performed by some of D.C.’s finest actors, 
with an introduction by Wamu’s rebecca Sheir—as 
they toured the garden grounds. Free and open to all 
garden-goers, “escape to the Forest of arden” put 
Shakespeare in the ears of thousands of tourists and 
Washingtonians. 

During the holiday run of The Tempest, STC took 
inspiration from the sorcerer prospero and designed 
“The magic of a Book” book drive. With support 
from local independent booksellers, STC collected 
literary classics from our patrons to benefit Books 
for america. patrons wrote notes to those who would 
receive their lightly used favorites. 

The poets are present poetry residency, inspired 
by David Ives’s The Metromaniacs, showcased D.C.’s 
diverse poetry community through the work of 
fifty local poets. Before each performance poets 
sat in the lobby writing and discussing poetry with 
our audiences. after the performance, each poet 
submitted a poem authored in response to the play. 
poems were sent to the audience, posted on our blog 
and published in STC’s Poets Are Present Anthology.

Dunsinane presented an opportunity to connect 
with the military community in Washington, D.C. 
STC invited military strategy bloggers to attend the 
show, meet with the cast and artistic team and write 
responses on their blogs and ours. This thoughtful 
blog series, entitled “#ShakespeareandStrategy,” 
offered our audiences insight into the relevancy of 
this contemporary classic. Several of the blog posts 
were shared internationally through other blogs on 
similar topics as well as by Dunsinane playwright 
David Greig. 

In honor of Man of La Mancha, STC displayed a 
collection of antique translations of the novel Don 
Quixote, lent to the company by an enthusiastic 
patron. The collection, which was on display in Sidney 
harman hall, featured the Cervantes text translated 
into hebrew, Japanese, korean, French and russian. 
STC did some translating as well, offering for the first 
time Spanish translations of Asides content and a 
performance featuring Spanish open-captioning.

Throughout performances of molière’s Tartuffe, STC 
offered public events that looked back on molière’s 
influences as well as the French playwright’s influence 
on contemporary drama. STC presented workshops 
in commedia dell’arte from D.C.’s Faction of Fools, 
classic clown techniques with local performer and 
academy for Classical acting alumnus, matthew 
pauli, an overview of Jacques LeCoq’s techniques 
with Leslie Felbain of the university of maryland and 
a conversation in French about the history of the 
production with Tartuffe director Dominique Serrand 
at the alliance Française D.C. 

a snapshot from an escape to the Forest of arden 
mobile tour stop at the u.S. Botanic Gardens.

each week during “The magic of a Book” book 
drive, a local, independent bookstore offered a 
prize to those who donated.

after the two-month “poets are present” poetry residency, STC  
published an anthology of the original poems written in response to
David Ives’s The Metromaniacs.

matthew pauli, a D.C.-area performer and an academy for 
Classical acting alumnus, spoke with audiences about moliere’s 
influence on contemporary clowning during the run of Tartuffe.

The owners of a collection of 
antique additions of Don Quixote 
and other “quixotic” memorabilia.
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StC publiCAtionS
To help foster a richer understanding of the season’s plays, the 
Shakespeare Theatre Company produces several publications 
for a variety of audiences. 

The First Folio: Teacher and Student Resource Guide offered 
educators and students information about the plays and the 
playwrights, including a plot synopsis, background information 
on the world and the characters of the play, activity ideas, 
lesson plans and questions for discussion to better prepare 
students to attend the performances. The First Folio was 
available to every audience member for download on STC’s 
website, and distributed directly to every classroom teacher 
participating in STC School programs.

The Free For All Play Guide and Family Week Play Guide 
gave students of all ages the tools to understand the Bard’s 
language, as well as fun games and activities to help children 
engage with the story in each play. additionally, STC’s annual 
publication The Guide to the Season Plays commissioned 
original essays by scholars Derek Connon, edward h. Friedman, 
paul a. kottman, James magruder, David Schalkwyk and Clare 
Wallace. The essays provided rich context and analysis of 
each play in the season, and were available to purchase as an 
e-book.

STC’s Asides magazine provided a collection of in-depth 
articles that consider, contextualize and investigate the 
plays on STC stages. Featuring scholarly articles, interviews 
with directors and playwrights, historical framework and 
explorations of the production concept, Asides provided 
audiences with an ample and interesting body of knowledge to 
help them enjoy each performance. Last season, writers, artists 
and professionals including Stacy keach, Jeffrey hatcher and 
abbe David Lowell contributed original pieces. audiences 
could also explore Asides Online, the digital version of Asides 
providing bonus content.

FRee will

In the 2014–2015 Season, the Shakespeare Theatre 
Company launched the Free WILL program, a 
year-long continuation of Free For all. Through the 
Free WILL program, STC reserved 1,000 tickets 
to every STC-produced production for distribution 
to the general public free of charge. This program 
was designed to open STC’s doors to those who 
do not, or cannot, see theatre throughout the 
calendar year. In its inaugural year, 4,377 individuals 
saw a play at STC with Free WILL tickets. When 
surveyed, almost 10% of Free WILL participants 
said that they had never before seen a play by 
William Shakespeare, and almost 50% said they had 
never been to STC before receiving these tickets. 
Through Free WILL, STC also donated blocks of 
tickets to other organizations: local after-school 
programs, nationally recognized tutoring centers, 
and community arts organizations were able to offer 
volunteers, staff and students free tickets to live 
theatre through this facet of Free WILL.

Much Ado
About Nothing

William Shakespeare’s

directed by Jenny Lord 
original direction by Ethan McSweeny

Miles Gilburne and Nina Zolt are Founding Sponsors of the 
education programs of the Shakespeare Theatre Company.

Take Metrobus or Metrorail to the Free For All.
Visit the Trip Planner at MetroOpensDoors.com.

Our thanks to those who made the 2014 Shakespeare Theatre Company Free For All possible.

LEADERSHIP SUPPORT:

and The Free For All 
Community Partners

Friends of 
Free For All Philip L. Graham Fund

Play Guide

EXCLUSIVE MEDIA SPONSOR ADDITIONAL SUPPORT:

Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation

FREE FOR ALL GUIDE SPONSORED BY

Welcome to 
Free For  All  

at Sidney 
Harman Hall!

WELCOME TO THE FREE FOR ALL AT SIDNEY HARMAN HALL! 
Now in its 24th year, the Free For All is a much-loved Washington tradition, 
welcoming our entire community to experience the magic of live theatre with 
free performances of a Shakespeare classic.

The Free For All Play Guide was created by Shakespeare Theatre Company 
Education to take audience members on a journey through the world of 
Shakespeare and The Winter’s Tale.
 
For more information on our education programs, call the Education Hotline 
at 202.547.5688, or visit our website at ShakespeareTheatre.org 

 

Enjoy the show!
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Theatre Etiquette

BEFORE ThE PERFORMANcE: 

Please remember to turn off all electronic devices 
(phones, games, etc.). It can be very distracting, not to 
mention embarrassing, when a cell phone goes off during 
a performance. The lights from cell phones and other 
electronic devices are also a big distraction, so please, no 
text messaging.

We ask that you spit out your gum before entering the 
theatre and leave all food and drinks in the lobby or the  
coat check.

We don’t want you to miss out on any of the action of  
the play, so please visit the restroom before the  
performance begins. 

Above all, it is important to remember that the actors on stage can see and hear you at the same time you can see and hear 
them. Be respectful of the actors and your fellow audience members by being attentive and observing the general guidelines 
below: 

DURING ThE PERFORMANcE: 

Please feel free to have honest reactions to what is 
happening on stage. You can laugh, applaud and enjoy 
the performance. However, please don’t talk during the 
performance; it is extremely distracting to other audience 
members and the actors. Save discussions for intermission 
and after the performance.

Leaving during the performance is disruptive to the audience 
and actors. Unless there is an emergency, plan to stay seated 
during the performance.

Words, Words, Words
DOwN 
1. Measure for ____________

2. Leontes’ advisor who flees to 
Bohemia in The Winter’s Tale

4. Next year STC will produce 
Man of La ________, based on 
Cervantes’ Don Quixote

5. Author of The Winter’s Tale, 
Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet and 
many more plays and poems

7. The Two Gentlemen of 
__________

8. Number of years STC has 
hosted the Free for All

9. Shakespeare’s first name

11. A French play by Molière that 
will close the STC 2014-2015 
Season

12. A jolly, fat knight featured in 
Shakespeare’s plays; played by 
Stacy Keach last season at STC

14. Titus ______________

17. Much Ado About 
_____________

18. The city where Shakespeare 
worked

19. Asked “To be or not to be?”

21. “All the world’s a _________, 
/ and all the men and women 
merely players”

23. “Wherefore art thou 
_________?”

24. Shakespeare’s nickname

AcROSS 
3. King of Sicilia in The Winter’s 
Tale

6. The Queen of England while 
Shakespeare was alive

8. _______ Night

10. King of Bohemia in The 
Winter’s Tale

13. Michael _______, Artistic 
Director of STC

14. The first show of STC’s 2014-
2015 season; begins in October

15. Shakespeare’s hometown

16. Sorcerer and main character 
of The Tempest, which STC will 
produce this December

18. STC’s first theatre; Private 
Lives just played there

20. Queen of Sicilia in The 
Winter’s Tale

22. A ___________ Night’s 
Dream

25. Hermione’s closest friend in 
The Winter’s Tale

26. Theatre where the Free For 
All takes place

27. Name of the theatre where 
Shakespeare’s company 
performed
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S
TC education believes that anyone, regardless of age, socioeconomic 
status or background, should have the opportunity to be exposed to and 
participate in the performing arts. every program, from student matinees 

to adult acting classes, endeavors to create access points for participants to 
understand, appreciate, and take ownership of classic theatre. In the 2014–2015 
Season, STC education continued to work towards this goal with renewed vigor.

December 13, 2014
Dear Shakespeare Theatre Company, 

hello, my name is Zahir and I would like to thank the entire staff of the play for an 
outstanding performance…. Without being able to experience this performance 
live, I probably would not have understood most of the play. I think seeing the play 
live while reading the book is a wonderful way to learn and study Shakespeare. 

In the future I hope that we are able to continue viewing these performances live. 
I also would like to thank you for allowing ms. eva to come back year after year 
to help better our understanding of Shakespeare. her expertise and ability to 
explain Shakespeare in a way where anyone can understand it including confused 
students is truly marvelous. I wish it was possible for us to have more sessions 
with people like ms. eva who can help explain Shakespeare better than our english 
teacher.

moreover, I really do appreciate and am thankful for being able to see this $100 
play for only $5. When my english teacher, ms. Warren, first told the huge price 
disparity between how much we paid and are regular person has to pay, I was 
shocked. I didn’t realize how much it cost to see such a play, knowing that made 
me appreciate that much more getting to see this play. overall I would to thank 
everyone involved in the production of the play including ms. eva for making my 
Shakespeare experience reading The Tempest truly magnificent. 

Sincerely,

Zahir 
Benjamin Banneker high School, Washington, D.C.

MILES GILBURNE AND NINA ZOLT
Ada Harris Maley Memorial Fund  

Marshall B. Coyne Foundation  
Exxon Mobil 

Mark & Carol Hyman Fund  
The Jacob and Charlotte Lehrman Foundation 

The George Preston Marshall Foundation  
The Morningstar Foundation  

Ms. Toni Ritzenberg  
Nora Roberts Foundation  

Solon E. Summerfield Foundation 

The Beech Street Foundation

The D.C. Commission on the Arts & Humanities,  
an agency supported in part by 

 the National Endowment for the Arts

The City Fund 

Mr. Jerry Knoll

Shakespeare for a New Generation,  
a national program of the National Endowment  

for the Arts in partnership with Arts Midwest

Suzanne and Glenn Youngkin

FOUNDING SPONSORS OF STC EDUCATION PROGRAMS

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR

LEADERSHIP SUPPORT ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

EduCATion
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SHAKeSpeARienCe
Student MAtinee pRogRAM

every year, the ShakeSpearIenCe Student matinee program 
gives teachers and students the chance to experience 
Shakespeare—off the page and live on stage. “I just wanted 
to let you know that my students and I had a wonderful 
time at today’s performance of The Tempest,” said Baltimore 
polytechnic Institute teacher andrew. “This was my fifth time 
bringing students to your theatre, and every time has been 
nothing short of spectacular. I cannot express how grateful I 
am to be able to give these students an opportunity to see 
Shakespeare at this level of excellence, and wanted to thank 
you and all of the staff at the Shakespeare Theatre for making 
this possible.”

Designed to allow greater access to classic theatre and the 
dramatic arts for educators and their students in D.C., maryland 
and Virginia, the program offered deeply subsidized, reduced-
price tickets, preparatory materials and in-school workshops. 
In the 2014–2015 Season, STC offered 18 ShakeSpearIenCe 
Student matinees and more than 7,957 students attended 
A Winter’s Tale, As You Like It, The Tempest, Dunsinane, 
The Metromaniacs and Man of La Mancha. Free in-school 
performance workshops are given to all participating schools. 
STC staff and affiliated Teaching artists taught 272 pre- and 
post-performance workshops to more than 9,000 students 
this season. Students who attended these performances 
experienced a living, breathing encounter with Shakespeare and 
hopefully gained a thirst to attend theatre again. 

ShakeSpearIenCe is made possible through the generous support of: Marshall b. Coyne Foundation and The George Preston Marshall Foundation. ShakeSpearIenCe Student matinees are  

part of Shakespeare for a new Generation, a national program of the national Endowment for the Arts in partnership with Arts Midwest.     

diStRiCt 
SHAKeSpeARe

District Shakespeare is an arts access program designed to 
integrate annual attendance of a free Shakespeare Theatre 
Company student matinee into Washington, D.C. public and 
public Charter School classroom curricula. STC is committed to 
offering access to classic theatre to 100% of DCpS and DCpCS 
students, providing an immersive opportunity for them to learn 
about Shakespeare and his works in school as well as to see a 
play on our stage—all for free. In the 2014–2015 Season, STC 
increased its number of student matinees in order to welcome 
a full grade from every DCpS and DCpCS high school, allowing 
2,840 District students to attend matinees of As You Like It, The 
Tempest, Man of La Mancha, and Dunsinane. District Shakespeare 
participants have also expanded their participation in STC 
education’s other programs, including Text alive!, artists in the 
Classroom residencies and Camp Shakespeare.

“I teach at mamie D. Lee School, a school that educates students 
with significant disabilities, including autism, Intellectual 
Disabilities, hearing Impairment, Visual Impairment and 
multiple disabilities. The students have been participating in 
the ShakeSpearIenCe matinee program for the last four 
years. The program has allowed my students to not only 
learn about Shakespeare, but to participate by learning the 
language, emotions, characters, plots, themes and characters 
of plays written at a time they were unaware of. It also allows 
the students of mamie D. Lee School to participate in age-
appropriate activities with their non-disabled peers in a 
community setting.”
 
Cheryl 

mamie D. Lee School
DCpS District Shakespeare partner

District Shakespeare is made possible through the generous support of The beech Street Foundation and Suzanne and Glenn youngkin.

additional support by Mr. Jerry Knoll, the City Fund and the Solon E. Summerfield Foundation.

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR

photo by Samantha k. WyerStudents engage in a post-show discussion at a ShakeSpearIenCe Student matinee.Students pose during intermission at a ShakeSpearIenCe Student matinee of As You Like It.
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text AliVe!

Through Text alive!, “Students get to ‘own’ Shakespeare. I 
love to see students who are relatively unenthusiastic about 
Shakespeare clamoring to be in the play and learn their lines,” 
said alexander Laser-robinson, a teacher at eastern high 
School (DCpS). With a curriculum focused on understanding 
Shakespeare through performance, Text alive! students explored 
As You Like It and The Tempest over 10 workshops with the 
guidance of STC affiliated Teaching artists. Students also 
attended a ShakeSpearIenCe Student matinee of their play. 
as a culminating project, the students designed, rehearsed and 
performed a Shakespearean scene onstage at Sidney harman 
hall. Teachers also participated in professional development 
workshops, which provided them with the tools necessary 
to successfully integrate the study of Shakespeare into their 
classrooms. The program supported Common Core english and 
Theatre standards of learning in D.C., maryland and Virginia. Text 
alive! worked with 19 classrooms over two semesters, reaching 
22 teachers and 232 students. priority was given to public 
schools in the District of Columbia and suburban schools with 
high economic disadvantage rates. During the 2014–2015 school 
year, 64% of the 19 participating schools were underserved. 

additional Support: d.C. Commission on the Arts and humanities, ExxonMobil, Mark & Carol hyman Fund, The 

Jacob and Charlotte lehrman Foundation, The Morningstar Philanthropic Fund and the nora Roberts Foundation.

CitiZenS FoR 
SHAKeSpeARe

Citizens for Shakespeare at the Free For all (formerly Students 
for Shakespeare) provided priority access to Shakespeare’s 
plays for disadvantaged populations and young people, groups 
who too often have only limited exposure to live theatre. In 
the 2014–2015 Season, participating groups received reserved 
tickets to Free For all and play Guides, free of charge and 
before they became available to the public. participating groups 
included home school collectives, Girl Scout troops, after-school 
clubs and social organizations for youth in low-income areas.

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR

Text alive! students from robinson Secondary School perform The Tempest at the Lansburgh.
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CAMp 
SHAKeSpeARe

Camp Shakespeare shared classic theatre with 385 students in a 
magical and intensive theatre experience, making it the largest 
summer ever. To accommodate this increase, Camp Shakespeare 
expanded programming for both our youngest (poppets) and 
our most experienced (king’s Company) Camp participants. In 
each camp, young participants played, explored and deepened 
their understanding of Shakespeare through classes in acting, 
movement, stage combat and text analysis. Students also 
developed and performed plays on the Lansburgh and harman 
stages, where they showcased their knowledge and talent for 
family and friends. STC also increased opportunities for high-
level students by creating an additional advanced Camp for 
students age 13-15. In advanced Camp, participants had the 
chance to rehearse and perform a full Shakespeare play: Twelfth 
Night for the younger group and A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
for the older. after three weeks of rehearsal, campers mounted 
final performances in the Forum in Sidney harman hall, 
complete with full technical support. To ensure that all students, 
regardless of socioeconomic background, had a chance to be a 
part of Camp Shakespeare, STC provided more than $10,000 in 
scholarships.

ARtiStS in tHe 
ClASSRooM

artists in the Classroom continued to experience enormous 
growth this season, with residencies of all shapes and sizes 
bringing the Shakespeare Theatre Company into local schools. 
These programs were designed in cooperation with teachers, 
creating an arts-integrated workshop series tailored to each 
classroom led by STC affiliated Teaching artists. residencies 
addressed Common Core standards for Language arts and 
Theatre by exploring Shakespeare’s text through performance. 
responding to a consistent request from local families, this year 
STC created semester-long classes especially for home school 
students. The education Department also launched a full-year 
after-school residency at LaSalle Backus elementary School 
(DCpS) and built partnerships with eight other new schools, 
including Tyler elementary (DCpS), holton-arms School, and 
Chantilly high School. By the end of the school year, 19 artists 
in the Classroom residencies reached more than 3,000 students 
from elementary-age to high-school level, in 131 classrooms.

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR
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MASteR ACting 
ClASSeS

The Shakespeare Theatre Company continued to offer a wide 
variety of classes taught by working professional actors, 
scheduling more than 55 classes in the 2014–2015 Season. This 
past year’s teaching artists included STC affiliated artists nancy 
robinette, naomi Jacobson and Gregory Wooddell, as well as 
STC Casting Director Carter Wooddell, who taught an audition 
Techniques class. Classes were also connected with our stage 
productions, with offerings from cast members, including: 
acting workshops with As You Like It’s andrew Veenstra, 
Gregory Wooddell, Tara Giordano, Joel David Santner and Ian 
Bedford; comedy workshops with The Metromaniacs’ Christian 
Conn, michael Goldstrom and amelia pedlow; and musical 
theatre workshops with Man of La Mancha’s Ceasar Barajas and 
martín Solá. Classes allow students the opportunity to feed their 
love of theatre and study the craft in a way that is accessible 
to everyone. This past season, master acting Classes engaged 
more than 567 teens and adults from all over the Washington 
metropolitan area. 

inteRnSHipS And 
FellowSHipS

Selected from over 400 applicants from across the country, 20 
interns and fellows joined the Shakespeare Theatre Company 
this season. Working alongside respected theatre professionals 
and visiting artists, interns and fellows gained invaluable training 
and experience in administrative, production and artistic 
departments. Following their experience, alumni have joined 
STC as staff members in both full- and part-time capacities 
while others have pursued work or study at notable institutions 
such as The John F. kennedy Center for the performing arts, 
yale School of Drama and new york City Ballet.

2014-2015 acting Fellows perform in the ensemble of The Tempest. 
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teen CRitiC

This season, 12 teens from schools across D.C., Virginia and 
maryland were accepted into the Teen Critic program from 
a competitive pool of applicants. The program gives young 
writers the chance to sharpen their writing and expand their 
understanding of theatre. Designed for high school students 
interested in journalism, Teen Critic teaches students how to 
view theatrical productions with a critical eye and compose 
their own theatre reviews. For each production, the Teen 
Critics were invited to see the show on the final night of 
previews. To hone their writing skills, the students participated 
in writing intensives and met with top theatre critics from 
across the D.C. area. The teens’ reviews were then shared in 
school newspapers and posted on STC’s Asides Online.

SCHool SHowS

In the 2014–2015 Season, STC education launched a brand-
new program to engage our youngest audience members and 
their schools. STC education’s in-school performances were 
created especially for elementary-age students, using the text 
and themes of Shakespeare plays. each hour-long experience 
included a performance with six actors and an interactive 
experience for students. Based on A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream but designed for young audiences, A Mini-Summer 
Night’s Dream transported students to the court of athens and 
the world of puck’s magical forest. The Tiny Tempest introduced 
students to an enchanted island and the characters that inhabit 
it, including the young lovers miranda and Ferdinand, the native 
creature Caliban and the comic duo Trinculo and Stephano. 
“If they learn Shakespeare’s stories at a young age,” said STC 
Director of education Samantha k. Wyer, “then when they are 
ushered into the plays at an older age in school it won’t feel 
as archaic and intimidating. make-believe is a big part of what 
makes theatre wonderful. They engage in make-believe every 
day, why not meet them where they are?”
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SHAKeSpeARe 
SAlonS

another new program for the 2014–2015 Season, Shakespeare 
Salons offered theatre novices and experts alike a way to 
analyze, contextualize, and consider the plays of the STC Season 
at a sophisticated level. Classes met on Friday afternoons for 
four to six weeks per session. Salon participants gained in-depth 
perspective on As You Like It, The Tempest, Dunsinane, and 
Man of La Mancha. participants met with audience enrichment 
manager hannah hessel ratner and special guests from around 
the theatre as they studied text, themes and the nuts and bolts 
of making a Shakespeare Theatre Company production.   

ACAdeMy 
FoR  
ClASSiCAl 
ACting

The Shakespeare Theatre Company’s one-year academy for 
Classical acting is a unique graduate program that confers 
a master of Fine arts degree in Classical acting through The 
George Washington university. The Class of 2015 marked the 15th 
anniversary of the program, and had 13 participants graduate 
from the program. over 240 graduates have gone on to work in 
both film and television, and have been gracing stages around 
the country. This includes theatres such as the Shakespeare 
Theatre Company, The kennedy Center, arena Stage, Guthrie 
Theater, Goodman Theatre, oregon Shakespeare Festival, and 
more than 200 others. each summer, the aCa performs two 
classical plays in repertory as part of the participants’ final 
projects. In June 2015, the aCa staged William Shakespeare’s 
Hamlet, directed by robert richmond, and Thomas middleton’s 
Women Beware Women, directed by Lisa Wolpe with eleanor 
holdridge. In July, participants had showcase performances in 
Washington, D.C. and new york City for industry professionals. 
aCa students greatly benefit from the growing scholarship 
support of the emerging Classical artists Fund. The large 
amount of work—both in and outside of the classroom—that 
the demanding aCa curriculum requires prevents degree 
candidates from working during their tenure at The George 
Washington university. To assist in curbing the costs associated 
with pursuing their mFa, the emerging Classical artists Fund 
provides merit awards to aCa students to support them while 
they earn their degrees. The Fund endeavors to ensure the 
future of classical theatre in america by sustaining the training 
of the next generation of classical actors.

participants in the Shakespeare Salon enjoy a set tour led by resident Stage manager Joe Smelser. katie Tkel as Vittoria Corombona and rob Lyons as the Duke of Brachiano. photo by by Jim manning.
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ThE hARMAn 
CEnTER

FoR ThE ARTS 
AnnuAl GAlA

Sunday, october 5, 2014
Sidney harman hall
national Building museum
 
The 2014 gala honored Sir John hurt, Stacy keach and Dame 
Diana rigg with the William Shakespeare award for Classical 
Theatre, and the Beech Street Foundation with the Sidney 
harman award for philanthropy in the arts. We are proud to 
announce that this special evening raised more than one million 
dollars for STC’s arts education and community engagement 
programs, under the dedicated leadership of co-chairs Suzanne 
and Glenn youngkin and John and meg hauge. Their hard work 
and incredible vision created a truly fabulous evening. 

Beginning at Sidney harman hall, guests were greeted with 
sparkling wine before taking their seats for the show. The 
performance, Much Ado About Shakespeare, featured Judith 
Light as master of Ceremonies and included many talented 
artists. The opening medley, performed by eleasha Gamble, 
James Gardiner and Will Gartshore, introduced the three 
honorees using an entertaining version of the Three’s Company 
theme song. Violinist Sean Carpenter, accompanied on the 
piano by mary anne huntsman, gave a stirring rendition of the 
Violin Suite from Much Ado About Nothing, op. 11, by composer 
erich korngold, and Doug elkins’ mo(or)town/redux performed 
a mesmerizing dance followed by the humorous Funk It Up 
About Nothin’ by The Q Brothers. The closing number, featuring 
Broadway star margot Seibert, highlighted Jackson de Vallance, 
Camilla Johnson and kelai’ah Wheelen, all students who have 
participated in STC’s education programs. 

Following the performance, guests strolled to the national 
Building museum, where they enjoyed a luxurious garden party. 
ethereal swathes of fabric were hung from the ceiling and 
columns and paired with dreamlike lighting to create a warm yet 
elegant environment complete with shrubbery walls, gardeners 
and stilt-walking vine people. after a delicious and stylish meal, 
guests packed the dance floor, which was lively until the closing 
moments of the evening.

Will award honoree Stacy keach, malgosia Tomassi, Shakespeare Theatre Company artistic Director michael kahn, Will award 
honoree John hurt and anwen rees myers at the harman Center for the arts annual Gala. 

James Gardiner, eleasha Gamble & Will Gartshore  perform during the harman 
Center for the arts annual Gala. photos by kevin allen.

John hurt accepts the William Shakespeare award for Classical 

Theatre at the harman Center for the arts annual Gala. 

Stacy keach accepts the William Shakespeare award for Classical 

Theatre at the harman Center for the arts annual Gala. 

Jackson de Vallance
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tHe tRiAl oF 
lySiStRAtA
FAll tRiAl

monday, november 24, 2014
Lansburgh Theatre

With the growing interests of our legal affinity 
group the Bard association, we expanded our legal 
programming in the 2014–2015 Season to include 
an additional appellate-like argument for our 
audiences. The Trial of Lysistrata, under the auspices 
of the embassy of Greece, was a sold-out special 
court case based on Lysistrata, who many consider 
the world’s first feminist. She  was defended by 
Lori mcGill of Quinn emanuel urquhart & Sullivan, 
LLp and Christina Sarchio of orrick, herrington, & 
Sutcliffe LLp, who eloquently spoke of their client’s 
actions of stopping an unjust war by organizing 
her fellow women against their own men. however, 
at the end of the day, the City of athens was 
expertly defended by Stewart Baker and pantelis 
michalopoulos, both of Steptoe & Johnson LLp, and 
the Supreme Court of athens did not reverse or 
remand the acquittal of Lysistrata.

tRiAl oF  
don Quixote
AnnuAl dinneRAnd MoCK tRiAl

monday, may 11, 2015
Sidney harman hall

The Shakespeare Theatre Company’s Bard 
association convened a panel of judges led by 
Supreme Court Justice ruth Bader Ginsburg at 
Sidney harman hall to hear the Trial of Don Quixote. 
The dynamic Tom Goldstein, of Goldstein & russell, 
p.C., defended Don Quixote, and the impressive 
Carter phillips, of Sidley austin LLp, represented 
the Family Court of La mancha. once again, the 
annual Dinner and mock Trial exhibited the inspiring 
relevance of classical theatre. Through much talk of 
dangerous windmills, gyrocopters, and pop culture 
references, the evening was full of wit and charm, 
delighting attendees through slight modifications 
to 17th-Century history. In the end, the panel ruled 
in favor of Don Quixote, asserting his mental ability 
“optimistic” versus delusional.

Thomas C. Goldstein of Goldstein & russel, p.C. at the Shakespeare Theatre Company’s 2015 
annual Dinner and mock Trial. photo by kevin allen.

STC Trustee and Bard association Chair abbe David Lowell delivers the verdict at the Trial of 
Lysistrata. photo by kevin allen.
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will on  
tHe Hill
MondAy, June 15, 2015
Sidney HARMAn HAll

each year, Will on the hill brings together 
Washington’s political and media elite to celebrate 
arts education and the work of Shakespeare. The 2015 
Will on the hill broke records, raising $500,000 for 
the Company’s year-round education and community 
engagement programs. This year’s production, 
Midsummer Madness by peter Byrne, featured two 
lobbyists, one male, one female, vying for a job at 
the prestigious lobbying firm Stratford, avon and 
Bard. each thought the other had the advantage due 
to their gender, but things did not go as planned as 
Shakespeare’s heroes and heroines emerged to join 
the fray. Before the cast of Will on the hill took the 
stage, the Text alive! class from West Springfield high 
School performed the As You Like It wrestling scene as 
a 1970s-style dance-off.

The illustrious cast of Will on the hill featured helen 
hayes award-winning STC affiliated artist edward 
Gero (Henry IV, Part 1 and 2), Samira Wiley (Orange Is 
the New Black) and Tony award® nominee Brandon 
uranowitz (An American in Paris). Fellow cast 
members included Senators Chris Coons and patrick 
Leahy, rich edson (Fox news), Dana milbank (The 
Washington Post), Grover norquist (americans for Tax 
reform), robert Siegel (npr’s All Things Considered), 
and nearly 20 u.S. representatives from both parties 
including reps. Gerry Connolly, eleanor holmes 
norton, elise Stefanik and ryan Zinke.

potted potteR  
MilitARy  
FAMily dAy 

Saturday, may 30, 2015
Sidney harman hall

In connection with the touring presentation of Potted Potter, 
STC hosted a magical family day for spouses, children and 
survivors of military service members. attendees at the 
Potted Potter military Family Day were treated to a pre-show 
activity fair that included crafts, a potions station, a sorting 
hat, costumes and two live owls, in addition to tickets to the 
performance. With support from uSo-metro, the Tragedy 
assistance program for Survivors (TapS), the yellow ribbon 
Fund and the sponsors of STC’s uSo-metro programming, STC 
was able to provide an afternoon of fun and magic completely 
free of charge to military families. 

This family day event was developed as a part of STC’s ongoing 
uSo-metro hero Series program, which creates opportunities 
for members of the military and their loved ones to experience 
the delight and magic of live theatre throughout the year.

prouD parTnerS

SpeCIaL ThankS

Family enjoying the activity fair at the military Family Day

Lois auer, environmental educator

International union of Bricklayers and 
allied Craftworkers

m powered Strategies, Inc.
mr. peter pennington and ms. mary 
Frances Jetton

aDDITIonaL SupporT

In-kInD SupporT
From top: Samira Wiley and The Blaze’s amy holmes; representative ryan Zinke (r-mT); 
representative elise Stefanik (r-ny); Senators patrick Leahy (D-VT) and Chris Coons (D-De); The Cast 
of Will on the hill 2015 and students from West Springfield high School.
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An eVening oF 
HAMlet witH ted VAn 
gRietHuySen:  
CelebRAting HiS 80tH biRtHdAy

SAtuRdAy, deCeMbeR 13, 2014

Sidney HARMAn HAll

monday, november 10, 2014
Lansburgh Theatre

Washington, D.C. audiences have long admired actor 
and STC affiliated artist Ted van Griethuysen.  To 
celebrate the occasion of his 80th birthday, Ted 
delighted a packed house with his one-man reading of 
Hamlet onstage at the Lansburgh Theatre.  

Directed by ethan mcSweeny, van Griethuysen 
captivated the audience with a play and characters 
that have had an indelible impact on him and on 
his career. In van Griethuysen’s words, “everything 
I have learned, all the work, all the study, all the 
performances, that have filled these 60 and more years 
[of my career] have brought me to this place. To this 
play. To this character. To this lifelong friend.”  

Following the performance, michael kahn and the cast 
of The Tempest came on stage to lead the audience 
in singing “happy Birthday,” and kahn read a mayoral 
proclamation of Ted van Griethuysen Day. The evening 
culminated with a reception in the lobby where guests 
shared their fondest memories of van Griethuysen’s 
storied career over birthday cake and champagne. 
The event raised funds for STC’s artistic and education 
programs, reflecting van Griethuysen’s wish to give 
back to the theatre in which he has been a company 
member since 1987.  

THE TEMPEST 
FamILy Day 

The pLay’S  
The ThInG

Following a matinee of The Tempest in December, STC took 
a very lucky group of families through an in-depth backstage 
experience at the TempFest. participants went on a private 
backstage tour, which included one-on-one time with cast 
and crew from The Tempest, and had the chance to ask 
questions of the cast and the production’s director, ethan 
mcSweeny. The event was complete with sweet treats and 
gifts to take home. It was a truly unique opportunity for our 
TempFest participants. 

Geraint Wyn Davies as prospero and rachel mewbron as miranda in The Tempest. 
photo by Scott Suchman.michael kahn presenting Ted Van Griethuysen with the mayoral proclamation of Ted Van Griethuysen Day.
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A RoyAl ViSit  
to StC 

on march 18, 2015, her royal highness The Duchess of 
Cornwall paid a whirlwind visit to Sidney harman hall. 
over an exciting and active hour, her royal highness 
was treated to a private performance of “Children Will 
Listen” from the musical Into The Woods in addition to 
Shakespearean monologues by three talented young 
students who have been involved in the education 
programs at the Shakespeare Theatre Company. hrh 
was then given a backstage tour through the theatre, 
meeting actors, visiting the dressing rooms and watching 
demonstrations on costume care and how to put on 
wigs. of course, the tour would not have been complete 
without a visit to the elvis presley shrine and a peek 
beneath the stage where the trap doors are located.

meanwhile, hundreds of STC patrons gathered in the 
theatre to await the arrival of hrh. associate artistic 
Director alan paul and School programs manager 
Vanessa hope led a Q&a from the stage about STC’s Text 
alive! program as the audience waited. The program then 
began with our guest of honor watching from the front 
row as the gifted students from West Springfield high 
School performed their interpretation of the wrestling 
scene from As You Like It as a funky disco dance-off. 

STC affiliated artist richard Thomas followed that 
feature with a moving rendition of the king’s monologue 
from Richard II. To close the program, the star of our 
production of Man of La Mancha, anthony Warlow, 
delivered a breathtaking performance of the show’s 
keystone musical piece, “The Impossible Dream,” joined 
by the entire cast for the final notes. 

hrh graciously greeted each member of the casts of 
both the Text alive! performance and Man of La Mancha 
and posed for photos. She then circulated for a quick 
meet and greet with supporters and board members 
before heading to the next event on her busy schedule. 
The visit was a tremendous success, a great opportunity 
for STC, and a lot of fun for everyone involved. 

eMeRy bAttiS 
AwARd 
FoR ACting 
exCellenCe 
The emery Battis award for acting excellence is an annual honor 
recognizing two actors who have given exemplary performances 
during the mainstage season and who demonstrate impeccable 
classic technique. The award, generously funded by an anonymous 
donor and named for beloved Shakespeare Theatre Company 
actor emery Battis, includes a cash prize. The selection committee, 
composed of D.C. theatre professionals, critics and STC 
supporters, carefully considered each performance of the  
2014–2015 Season to choose the most deserving awardees.

This season, STC honored amber Iman for her portrayal of 
aldonza in Man of La Mancha and amelia pedlow for her 
performance as Lucille in The Metromaniacs.

amber Iman amelia pedlow

michael kahn and her royal highness. photo by margot Schulman.

amber Iman as aldonza in Man of La Mancha. photo by Scott Suchman

amelia pedlow as Lucille The Metromaniacs. photo by Scott Suchman.
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StAteMent oF
FinAnCiAl poSitionS

The financial highlights 

presented in this report are 

derived from the audited 

financial statements. a copy 

of the financial report and 

auditor’s statement are 

available on request. 

aSSeTS 2015 2014

Cash and cash equivalents $805,711 $709,426

restricted Cash $450,621 $472,492

Investments $4,290,856 $4,378,310

pledges receivable, net $5,050,482 $4,517,744

accounts receivables, net $422,632 $174,208

prepaid expenses and deferred costs $663,151 $479,821

Deposits and other assets $490,195 $507,633

property and equipment, net $65,378,163 $66,987,592

Deferred financing costs, net $257,325 $264,496

Total assets $77,809,136 $78,491,722

LIaBILITIeS anD neT aSSeTS

accounts payable $2,320,822 $2,329,359 

accrued salaries and benefits $253,723 $205,645

Deferred revenue $4,891,862 $4,899,925

notes payable $17,148,745 $17,464,026

Capital lease payable $340,427 $419,504

other liabilities -- $18,812

Total liabilities $24,955,579 $25,337,271

neT aSSeTS

unrestricted $49,114,642 $49,623,507

Temporarily restricted $1,852,853 $1,644,882

permanently restricted $1,886,062 $1,886,062

Total net assets 52,853,557 53,154,451

Total liabilities and net assets $77,809,136 $78,491,722

expenSeS ReVenue

program Services

administration

Fundraising

Contributions

Ticket Sales

other earned income

8%

70%

22%

15%

52%

33%
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67%

24%
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Beech Street Foundation T

D.C. Commission on the arts & humanities

The erkiletian Family Foundation T

The harman Family Foundation T

John and meg hauge T

hrh Foundation

michael r. klein and Joan I. Fabry T Ba

The robert p. and arlene r.  

kogod Family Foundation

Share Fund

robert h. Smith Family Foundation

Suzanne and Glenn youngkin T

anita m. antenucci T

The morris & Gwendolyn Cafritz 

Foundation

Dr. mark epstein and amoretta hoeber T

mr. and mrs. robert Falb T

mr. and mrs. andrew Florance T

The philip L. Graham Fund

pamela and richard hanlon

mr. Jerry knoll

national Capital arts & Cultural affairs 

program/uS Comm. of Fine arts

alice and David rubenstein

The Shubert Foundation

anonymous

William S. abell Foundation

anne and ronald abramson

Stephen e. allis T

paul m. angell Family Foundation

mr. and mrs. Landon Butler T

City Fund

Debevoise & plimpton LLp

James a. Feldman and natalie Wexler

Catherine held

mr. and mrs. Stephen a. hopkins T

mr. and mrs. kevin kolevar T

abbe David Lowell and molly a. meegan T Ba

Jacqueline B. mars

ann k. morales

alan and marsha paller

Toni a. ritzenberg

Stephen and Lisa ryan T Ba

Shakespeare for a new Generation

Fredda Sparks and kent montavon

Squire patton Boggs, LLp

Tom and Cathie Woteki T amB

nina Zolt and miles Gilburne T

$15,000 - $24,999

anonymous (3)

nick and marla allard T Ba

altria Group, Inc.

The Theodore h. Barth Foundation

Brown-Forman Corporation

The Carmen Group

Clark Construction Group, LLC

Computer and Communications Industry 

association

The Dallas morse Coors Foundation for 

the performing arts

The max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation

nina Laserson Dunn and eric C. rose Ba

Sue and Leslie Goldman

helen Clay Frick Foundation

hogan Lovells uS LLp

humana Inc.

ms. elaine economides Joost 1616

helen kenney amB

Latham & Watkins

The Jacob and Charlotte Lehrman 

Foundation

James J. Lynch

eleanor merrill T

Steve and Diane rudis

Vicki and roger Sant 1616

pauline a. Schneider T Ba

Solon e. Summerfield Foundation

Time Warner Cable

Wilmerhale

Lynn and Jonathan yarowsky
  

SuPPoRT
We gratefully acknowledge the following donors that supported the work of the 2014-2015 Season.  
as of 7/31/2015

$100,000 and Above

$50,000 - $99,999

$25,000 - $49,999

Turner & Goss

Government

Individual

Corporate

Foundation

Special event

In-kind Donation

SuppoRt by type oF donoR

5% 2%

9%

6%

15%

63%
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$10,000–$14,999 
anonymous
esthy and Jim adler
aflac
Barclays
patricia Bauman and the hon. John
Sheila and kenneth Berman Ba

mr. and mrs. Sameer Bhargava
peter a. Bieger
Debra and Leon Black
Bill Bodie T

Booz allen hamilton
katherine B. and David G. Bradley
CBre Group, Inc.
mr. peter Cherukuri T

The Clark-Winchcole Foundation
CLS Strategies
Brian and Jennifer Coulter
Donn and Sharon Davis
Douglas Development Corporation
mr. and ms. David Dupree
ernst & young LLp
e. and B. Family Trust
patricia and miguel estrada
arthur and Shirley Fergenson aCa

Goldman Sachs & Co.
Gould property Group
Grossberg, yochelson, Fox & Beyda, LLp
mike and Gina house T Ba

Jerry and Isabel Jasinowski T

Scott kaufmann T

margot kelly
roger W. Langsdorf
mr. and mrs. andrew marino
ms. Connie milstein
morgan Stanley
Tom mounteer and Bobby Zeliger
Clarke murphy and heather hammond
michelle newberry
nissan north america, Inc.
Theodore B. olson and Lady Booth olson Ba

porterfield, Lowenthal, Fettig & Sears, LLC
pwC
Judi Seiden amB

Victor Shargai and Craig pascal
The honorable robert e. Sharkey and  

Dr. phoebe Sharkey amB

Doug and Gabriela Smith
Clarice Smith
Sovereign Strategy Limited
uS Trust Company
mr. and mrs. Jay Velasquez
Vornado/Charles e. Smith Lp
patricia and David Vos Foundation
Vulcan materials Company Foundation
Friends of Suzanne and Glenn youngkin

$5,000–$9,999 
anonymous (6)
alston & Bird LLp
amazon Web Services
michael and Stacie arpey
kyle and alan Bell
Barbara Bennett
Don and nancy Bliss
The Bozzuto Group
mr. and mrs. I.T. Burden III

robert Crawford Carlson
emily and mike Cavanagh
The honorable Joan Churchill Ba

richard h. Cleva and madonna k. Starr
mary Cole amB

Comcast nBCuniversal
Jeffrey p. Cunard Ba

DaVIS Construction
Louis Delair, Jr.
Tom and krista Di Iaconi Ba

Beverly and richard Dietz
The Dimick Foundation
DirecTV
Craig Dunkerley and patricia haigh aCa

eagleBank
marietta ethier
michael evans Ba

exxonmobil
Denise Ferguson
First potomac realty Trust
anne and Burton Fishman Ba

Tim and Susan Gibson aCa amB

Scott and Lauren Gilbert Ba

alice and John Goodman
Lee Goodwin and Linda Schwartzstein
Donald h. Goodyear, Jr.
Graham holdings
David and Jean Grier
mr. and mrs. Woolf p. Gross
pamela and Corbin Gwaltney
h&r Block
The harbour Group, LLC
kevin T. hennessy amB Ba

William L. hopkins 1616

The mark & Carol hyman Fund
The International union of Bricklayers 

 and allied Craftworkers
k&L Gates LLp
Daniel F. katz Ba

Irene and Lou katz
David and anne kendall Ba

Barry kropf
marcel C. LaFollette and Jeffrey k. Stine aCa

Bill Lands and norberta Schoene
mr. Daniel Lennon
richard Levi and Susan perry
Wm Gary and phoebe mallard aCa

kathleen matthews
hilary B. miller and Dr. katherine n. Bent Ba

mr. and mrs. Tom monahan
The morningstar Foundation
kristine morris
melissa moss T

rita mullin
national Cable & Telecommunications association
madeline nelson
oracle america Corporation
mr. and mrs. Carl F. pfeiffer
pinnacle West Capital Corporation
William pugh and Lisa orange
reset public affairs
risk International
Bruce and Lori Laitman rosenblum
Gerri and murray rottenberg 1616

Securities Industry and  
Financial markets association

Sidley austin LLp

Software and Information Industry association
Janet W. Solinger and Jacob k. Goldhaber
Southern Company
John and Leslie Steele
William Stein and Victoria Griffiths Ba

Stoiber + associates, architects
Story partners T

STuDIoS architecture
Terra nova Title and Settlement Services, LLC
mr. Derek Thomas and mr. ernesto abrego
TpG Capital
mark Tushnet and elizabeth alexander
roderick and alexia Von Lipsey
evan J. Wallach and katherine Tobin Ba

marvin F. Weissberg
Wells Fargo philanthropy
Carolyn L. Wheeler Ba

rob Wilder T

alan and Irene Wurtzel
mike Wyckoff and aida Gatell
Chris and Carol yoder
Judy and Leo Zickler
 
$2,500–$4,999
anonymous (4)
miriam and robert adelstein
aeCom
airlines for america
amanda k. allexon Ba

Sunny and Bill alsup
Dean amel and Terry Savela
Tony anderson and kevin Lorei
mr. Decker anstrom and ms. Sherron hiemstra
Stephen p. anthony Ba

Celia and keith arnaud
aT&T Services, Inc.
Bank of america
Drs. hilda and William o. Bank
Linna Barnes and Chris mixter
Lisa Blue Baron
Brent J. Bennett
Bob, kathy and Lauren
Dr. Bill and evelyn Braithwaite
mr. and mrs. Jere Broh-kahn aCa

Claudyne y. Brown Ba

roger and nancy Brown
The Family of marion and Charles Bryce 1616 amB

Capitol Counsel LLC
annie Carey and Jonathan Sherman
Dawn and James Causey
Chadbourne & parke LLp
audrey Chang and michael Vernick
ellen macneille Charles
Charter Communications
monica rose Chodur
The Clearing house
Linda and John Cogdill
Jeff and Jacky Copeland
Cornerstone Government affairs LLC
marshall B. Coyne Foundation
Douglas W. Crandall
The Charles Delmar Foundation
Dorchester Towers and Dorchester apts on 

Columbia pike in arlington
Fynnette eaton and James e. miller
edison electric Institute
emily, Susannah and michael eig

helaine G. elderkin Ba

raymond S. eresman and Diana e. Garcia
rob and anne Faris Ba

Julie m. Feinsilver 1616 aCa

mr. and mrs. ralph C. Ferrara
Leo Fisher and Sue Duncan
Barry and marie Fleishman
Forest City Washington
Claire Frankel
Franklin Square Group
paige Franklin and David pancost
rhona Wolfe Friedman and Donald J. Friedman Ba

FTI Consulting
Burton Gerber
Carol and ken Gideon Ba

Josh Goldfoot Ba

John e. Graves rIa and hanh phan
The Greczmiel Family
nicole alfandre halbreiner
Stephen hauge
karen L. hawkins Ba

Dr. and mrs. Stephen hersh
Charlotte hollister and Donald Clagett
hughes hubbard & reed
James and marissa huttinger
maxine Isaacs
Larry and Georganne John
John edward Johnson
Jody katz and Jeffrey Gibbs
michael and michelle keegan
Joel and mary keiler
Thomas and Bridget kluwin
mary hughes knox
Lt. Col. and mrs. William k. konze 1616

David a. Lamdin amB

Dr. mark T. Lewellyn
marjorie and John Lewis
Freddi Lipstein and Scott Berg 1616 aCa amB Ba

Longview Strategies, LLC
James and Barbara Loots Ba

nick and alyssa Lovegrove
amanda machen
heidi and Bill maloni
mr. David marchick
Drs. Daniel and Susan G. mareck
Linda matthews
mr. and mrs. Gregory may
mary mcCue aCa amB

The mcGwin/Bent Family
Thomas and Ingrid mcpherson Foundation
roger and robin millay
hazel C. moore
rajesh, radhika and karan murari
national association of realtors
national multifamily housing Council
national rural electric Cooperative association
national Credit union Foundation
navigators Global
philip B. nelson and anne parten
Louisa and Bill newlin
The nora roberts Foundation
melanie and Larry nussdorf
The oB-C Group, LLC
James oldham and elizabeth Conahan Ba

Dr. and mrs. kenneth oscar
mr. and mrs. David osnos
Sydney m. polakoff and Carolyn Goldman

Lutz alexander prager
mr. and mrs. Bruce F. press
QGa public affairs
rasky Baerlein prism
robert and nan ratner
red hat
molly and Joe reynolds Ba

nancy and miles rubin
mrs. Stanley J. Sarnoff* 1616

Steven and Beverly Schacht
In memory of matteson Scott
Shalom Baranes associates
harriet and howard Shapiro
Linda and Stanley Sher
patricia Sherman and Terry murphy
mark and Joan Siegel
richard Simpson Ba

The Smith-Free Group LLC
mark Sucher and Jane Lyons
Thrivent Financial
professor philip Tirpak
kathy Truex
ralph C. Voltmer and Tracy a. Davis Ba

Dr. arthur Weinstein Ba

mr. michael Weston, Chfc
Williams & Connolly
Julian yap Ba

margot and paul Zimmerman
 
$1,500–$2,499
anonymous (8)
ernest and Dianne abruzzo
The ada harris maley memorial Fund
Liaquat and meena ahamed
Gisela and Thomas ahern
Sanford k. ain, esq. Ba

patricia arnold
keith and Sherry Babb
Galen and Carolyn Barbour
robert B. Barnett and rita Braver Ba

Josh and Vicky Bashof Ba

James and Carmella Bell
Judge James a. Belson
mr. and mrs. paul C. Bennett
Dr. and mrs. James e. Bernhardt
mr. and mrs. John h. Birdsall
Cathleen e. Blanton
Lisa and David Blatt Ba

martha Blaxall and Joe Dickey
ronald Bottomly
michael Boyd
The honorable Susan G. Braden and  

Thomas m. Susman
Jill and Jay Brannam
Thomas C. Brennan
Chris h. and James D. Bridgeman
howard m. Brown aCa

mr. max Brown
ms. Carol e. Bruce, esq. Ba

ms. elizabeth Buchbinder
Jayne Bultena
Susan and Dixon Butler
mr. michael Butterfield and ms. hallee morgan Ba

mr. and mrs. Calvin Cafritz
Cherrie and matthew Chalifoux
Dr. Theodore p. Chambers
mary and armeane Choksi

Dr. and mrs. purnell Choppin
Tim and Glenda Christenson
Jonathan and Susan Colby
mr. and mrs. anthony C. Collins
mr. and mrs. Thomas B. Cormack
Francis and Julia Creighton
ms. Suzanne Cremins Ba

Liz and Troy Cullen
mr. and mrs. mark Darnell
mr. Jack Davies and ms. kay kendall
William and Sandra Davis
Carol Der Garry
e.r. Dolly Dieter
mr. David Dorsen and mrs. kenna Dorsen
robert and kitty Dove
ms. D. Chris Downey
John and elizabeth Dugan
Claudia h. Dulmage Ba

anita Dunn
Becky and alan Dye
Dr. James ellzy and mr. Franc o’malley
ms. Catherine B. elwell
Garrett epps Ba

John estes and Veronica angulo Ba

Joelle Faucher and David Webber
mr. and mrs. alan m. Fern
Frank and kathy Finelli
Donald and Cathy Fogel
robert and Carole Fontenrose
Julian W. Fore and Beverly a. Sauer
The h.o. peet Foundation In memory  

of margot peet Foster
Candida Fraze moskovitz and peter moskovitz
Brenda and David Friend
aaron and Susan Fuller
Charles and amy Gardner
Dr. Laura J. George amB

Dr. Douglas e. Gill and mrs. karen S. Vartan
ruth Bader Ginsburg
Joanne Glisson
alisa m. Goldstein and Lee Blank
Tom Goldstein Ba

kevin Gowen and robert Wilkinson
richard Graf and Sarah kahn
mr. and mrs. David L. Gray
Greenberg Traurig, LLp
Luanne Griffin and James Griffin
ms. Linda L. Griggs and mr. William J. Swedish
Christopher and Christina Grigorian
Lisa Grosh and Donald names Ba

merle haberman
mary and robert haft
mr. and mrs. robert J. haft
Frona hall
kenneth G. hance
Barbara and Thomas harr
James T. and Vicky Sue hatt
robert and margaret hazen 1616

Tim and annemarie heaps
mr. and mrs. Scott hefter
ms. andrea L. heithoff
michael S. and ricki Tigert helfer
mr. mark e. herlihy and ms. ann m. kappler
John W. hill
mr. and mrs. Stephen p. hills
Cheryl r. hodge
Fran and Bill holmes

David h. holtzman
ms. ann homan Ba

International Brotherhood of Boilermakers
mr. Steven Janssen
John, pam and kim Jaske
Birdie Johnson Ba

eric kadel Ba

michael kades and mary Giovagnoli Ba

Stephanie kanwit
rick kasten
Candace and hadrian katz
elizabeth keeley
Joe and Joanne kelly
Thomas r. and Laurie S. kelly
ms. elizabeth L. kendall, esq. Ba

Frank kendall and Beth halpern Ba

ms. melinda kimble
rebecca klemm
Dana and ray koch
ray kogut
mary kostel and Greg Dimeglio
Sara Dunham kraskin and Stephen G. kraskin
mr. and mrs. William kristol
mr. Sanjiv kumar and ms. mansoora rashid
L. L. Lanam
marian and Stuart Lemle
elissa Leonard and Jay powell
mirella and Dani Levinas
ms. romana Li
Steven Lieberman Ba

Jessie k. Liu Ba

David Lloyd, realtor
hamilton and Bonnie Loeb
Love Letters
Christopher and Lane macavoy
rev. Frederick macIntyre and mickey macIntyre
hardee mahoney and Juan Vegega
David and martha martin
John and Connie mcGuire Ba

ms. Beverley mckee and mr. William mckee
In memory of patrick michael mcmurphy  

who loved Shakespeare
Brenda metzger
ms. kristin millay, esq. Ba

Iris and Larry miller
Dr. Jeanne-marie a. miller
nancy and herbert milstein
Dee Dodson morris Ba

michael nannes and nancy everett Ba

ralph and Gwen nash
national Commercial Development, Inc.
ms. Beth nolan and mr. Charles Wright
mr. and mrs. Lawrence o’Connor
mrs. Jean oliver
Timothy p. o’Toole
mr. and mrs. Gerald W. padwe
karishma and Jonathan page
Barbara a. patocka and everett mattlin
Thomas pauls and eleanor pelta
ms. penelope payne
robert and Susan pence
robert and Lillian philipson Foundation Ba

Sheldon pratt aCa

ms. margarita prieto and mr. mark michael
ms. elise rabekoff and mr. Christopher Gladstone
mrs. eden rafshoon
Lloyd and Donald randolph 1616 Ba

Susan and ronald rappaport
Steven and anne reed
peter S. reichertz
phillip reiman and Leslie Binns
rick rickertsen
alberto J. rivera Ba

rosemckenna
peter D. rosenstein
Steve and Diane rothman amB

ron and Sharon Salluzzo
richard and rochelle Schwab
ms. Catherine Scott and mr. James resor
elizabeth and Carl Seastrum
kannon and Victoria Shanmugam Ba

Dan Sherman
patricia L. Sims, esq. and David m. Sims, esq. Ba

martin Skea and Christopher mondini
ed and andy Smith
mr. and mrs. richard Smith
Carl W. Stephens
Lynne m. Stephens and kenneth Larson
elizabeth and George Stevens
Lawranne Stewart and mark kantor
Susan and Brian Sullam
alice W. Thomas 1616

peter Threadgill
Lars and yvonne Thunell
David Tone
mr. Clifton hyde Tucker, Jr.
mr. and ms. antoine Van agtmael
Tessa van der Willigen and Jonathan Walters
Barbara Van Gelder and oliver patton Ba

John h. Vogel Ba

mr. and mrs. L. Von hoffman
mr. and mrs. George h. Walker IV
mr. Jeffrey Wall and ms. porter Wilkinson Ba

Thomas and molly Ware amB

In memory of Dorothy B. Watkiss Ba

In memory of mary Weathers
Weinreich Family
Sonia and Dale West
Laura and paul Weidenfeld Ba

mr. and mrs. David Williams
mr. alan F. Wohlstetter
The honorable and mrs. Dov S. Zakheim

$1,000–$1,499
anonymous (12)
akin, Gump, Strauss, hauer & Feld, LLp
mr. and mrs. Gregory Ballentine
mr. Joel Balsham
Dan and nancy Balz
mr. and mrs. albert h. Barclay, Jr.
Barnett Sivon & natter, pC
r. Joseph Barton and Tricia placido
rhoda Baruch
Brian Bayliss and athena Caul
Dr. Donna W. Blake and mr. Bruce e. eckstein
James Blum
elizabeth Boyle
Candice C. Bryant
BuckleySandler LLp
Lora and Stan Burgess
michael L. Burke and Carl W. Smith
mr. Curt and mrs. Janine Buser
Dianna and mickey Campagna
Capitol hill Community Foundation aCa
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James m. Carr
rita a. Cavanagh and Gerald a. kafka
Sarah Cavitt
Thomas and robin Clarke
Barbara and John Cochran
mr. and mrs. neil Cohen
mr. Timothy Cole and ms. kathy Galloway
William and Sara Coleman
Joellen and michael Collins
mr. and mrs. John Dillon
Joan Disanto
richard and patricia Draper
Joy Dunkerley*
Susan and Dorsey Dunn
Donna Z. eden
mr. Jeffrey W. Ferguson
Fierce Government relations
Scott Fine
Sandy and Jim Fitzpatrick
Jeff Franzen
Barbara Friedman
mr. and ms. mike Friedman
ms. elizabeth Galvin
angela and Dan Goelzer
Grant Thornton LLp
ms. Dorothy haldeman
hamilton place Strategies
ms. Susie L. hauge
hines Interests Limited partnership
Fred philip hochberg
Judy G. honig and Stephen W. robb
mr. and mrs. paul m. honigberg
mike hopkins
Donald m. and Barbara S. hoskins
ms. Sally huxley
mr. Loring J. Ingraham and ms. Dale rubenstein
erick Jaffe and Christine mahoney
Lorna Jaffe
mary Frances Jetton
Jones Lang LaSalle
Jp morgan Chase
mark kearney
mr. Jeffrey D. kirkwood
Benjamin B. klubes
polly kraft
The Livingston Group, LLC
Shirley Loo 1616

Lucinda a. Low and Daniel B. magraw
Bruce and Virginia macLaury
maller Wealth advisors, Inc.
alice S. mandanis
Winton e. matthews, Jr.
Catherine mcClave
Jon and Belinda mckenzie
Dr. Jonathan merril and Dr. rita roy
Susan milligan and philip mcGuire
mr. peter G. mirijanian
mr. David moore
newTrends publishing
paul o’Brien and Susanne owens
mr. and mrs. p. David pappert
James D. parker
mark perry and adele mouzon
Julie phillips
podesta Group
polinger Shanon & Luchs
The John and marcia price Family Foundation

Susan and Donald rappaport
John Forest roemer
Steven m. rosenberg and Stewart C. Low III
Steven m. rosenberg and Stewart C. Low III
Lori and medhi Sabet
mr. and mrs. James p. Schaller
Jennifer m. Schlener
roy Schwartz
richard Scott
In memory of Betty F. Shepard
John and roma Sherman
kelly S. Shoop
Jerry and Judith Shulman
adele Z. Silver
Dr. Stephen r. Sleigh and ms. ann C. Greiner
arthur Spitzer and elisabeth Boas
Gary and Libby Stanley
robert and Virginia Stern
alan asay and mary Sturtevant
David and Sarah Tate
michael Tubbs
united airlines
allen unsworth
Carole and John Varela
Thomas and karen Vartanian
Washington resource associates
Sally and richard Watts
mr. and mrs. rosanne Weber
ms. Judith Weintraub
Wells Fargo & Co
Gerry Widdicombe
ms. kelly Wilcox
George Wishon
Dr. Frederick W. Wolff and Dr. Catherine Chura
Deborah yaffe
penny S. younce
 
$500–$999 
anonymous (20)
George and polla abed
actors’ equity Foundation, Inc.
Donald adams and ellen maland
Vickie and David adamson
mr. James adduci II
ms. emily L. aitken
maqbool aliani
Douglas and Jane alspach
mr. and mrs. ralph alterowitz
Tom and kathy altizer
eric amick
Wolfram anders and michele manatt
Jerome andersen and June hajjar
richard and rosemarie andreano
edward m. andrews and John h. mcCrary
ms. Leon andris
mary antoun
In memory of James applegate
Judy areen and richard Cooper
ramona arnett
mrs. martin atlas
mr. Vince m. auletta
kevin and Sheila avruch
Leonard Bachman
kathy and Bob Baer
Beverly Baker
Dr. Sheryl D. Baldwin 1616

Jonathan h. Barber

margaret and Gordon Bare
michael F. Barrett, Jr. and Danielle Beauchamp
Joan Barron and paul Lang
nancy and ed Barsa
Dan and Linda Bartlett
Danielle L.C. Beach
rev. John p. Beal III
Julianne Beall
nan Beckley
ms. mary ellen Bergeron
robert C. and elissa B. Bernius
Sue e. Berryman
mr. Bowen Billups
Darwin Bingham
Vaughn and marian Bishop
William D. Blair Charitable Foundation
mary C. Blake
Ilene and Joseph Block
harriet and Bruce Blum
kaye and andrew Boesel
Susan Bokern and Ted holmberg
Carol Boochever
Thomas Booth
Dick and Sarah Bourne
ms. Janet C. Boyd
Dr. ronald Brady
robert and Lucy Bremner
adrianne Brooks
henry J. Brothers II
Betti Brown and Bob ramsey
Christopher Brown
Dana e. Brown
perry L. Brown
The Brueggeman Family
harold r. Bucholtz
ms. Beverly J. Burke
Colonel and mrs. Lance J. Burton
Cesar a. Caceres, mD
patty and Len Campbell
mr. robert J. Campbell
peggy Canale
ann Cardoni
Caroline Willis Book appraisals
nicholas and mary Jeanne Carrera
marge Carrico and Jim Traylor
Connie Carter
ann Castiglione-Cataldo and Walt ennaco
Wallace Chandler
Shu hui Chen, phD
edward Chmielowski
ms. Janice L. Clark
John Clark and ana Steele Clark
Cochran allan LLC
Sir michael Cochran
matthew B. Coffey and Sharon West Coffey
Linda and Charles Cole
Lillian h. Collins
John and Sheila Compton
Jack and Julia Corrado
ronald Costell, mD and marsha e. Swiss
robert W. Cover
michael and Sue Crane
ms. Caroline Crenshaw
erin Cromer
Bill Cross and Dr. David mcCall
mr. and mrs. richard Daniels
mr. and mrs. Scott W. Davis

The honorable and ms. Tom Davis
matthew and mike Dazé
Tony and nancy DeCrappeo
mary des Jardins
Dr. marjorie Deutsch and John Broadbent, JD
Caroline m. Devine
ms. michelle Dimarob
mr. and mrs. alan and Susan Dranitzke
Jean and paul Dudek
Dutch and Brenda Dunham
David Dunn
Sayre ellen Dykes
Barbra eaton and ed Salners
Stephen and magda eccles
Stuart and Joanna edwards
mr. paul ehrenreich
roberta ellington
ellen epstein and Will Guthrie
Colonel and mrs. Charles F. Feldmayer
Gary and naomi Felsenfeld
Dorothy e. Fickenscher
ms. kathy Z. Finigan
raina Fishbane and Chuck Walker
Louise a. Fishbein
ms. Christine Fisher and mr. oscar Goldfarb
anne and al Fishman
ms. kathleen a. Flynn
nancy Folger
rev. and mrs. Frederick Foltz
pamela Frazier and michael Finan
David Freeman
allan D. Friedman
Jean Fruci
Carol Galaty and ken Shuck
mr. and mrs. Davis r. Gamble, Jr.
nancy Garruba and Chris hornig
mr. and mrs. Charles Gary
Lewrene Glaser
mr. and mrs. Jeff Goettman
ellen and michael Gold
Burton Goldberg
richard Goldie and Jacqueline Tibbetts
Jinny and michael Goldstein
karen and hal Gordon
eloise Gore and allen hile
ms. Lynn m. Gowen
ms. patricia D. Graham
mr. robert Greenfield and ms. eileen Lawrence
Judy and Sheldon Grosberg
margaret S. Grotte
Bruce and Georgia Sue Guenther
Tom Gusdorff and ed Dennison
Dr. Steven Guttenberg and ms. Diana Winters
Cliff hackett
Jack e. hairston, Jr.
Dr. Sara hale henry and mr. austin henry
kathryn halpern
CDr Lars hanson and raDm rosanne Levitre
mrs. Tira harpaz
Donna hart
Frank and Lisa hatheway
Doris hausser
Dr. James a. heath
Terry and Jenny heiland-Luedtke
Shawn C. helm and J. Thomas marchitto
margaret hennessey
robert J. herbert

George higgins
elizabeth hilder and W. randolph Smith
Bernardo hirschman
melissa hodgman and peter Strzok
Stanley and Vicki hodziewich
Laura L. hoffman and David e. Colin
David hofstad
ambassador richard holwill
Silvia m. hoop and alfred kammer
John k. hoskinson and ana I. Fàbregas
mr. and mrs. Timothy howard
Lois howlin
Veronica hubbard
Dave hughes
Stanley alan hurwitz
antonia B. Ianniello and George m. Chuzi
Susan Immelt and amelie Immelt
mr. eric r. Jablow
mr. kurt Jaeger
katherine B. Jameson
Cynthia and Jason Johnson
Dixie porter Johnson
Stacy Johnson and Charles Corbin
Catherine Jordan
maryanne and David kane
richard kane
Daniel kaplan and kay richman Gift Fund
arthur katz and Sima osdoby 1616

ashok and Stuti kaveeshwar
msgr Francis kazista
mr. and mrs. michael keeler
mr. allen L keiswetter
andrea and Joseph kerr
robert L. kimmins
Stephen and mary Sue kitchen
Dr. prudence kline and Dr. paul kimmel
Sara koury
howard krauss
karen e. krueger
robert L. Larke
Frances and emery Lee
Dr. and mrs. Stanley Legum
mr. and mrs Tracy Leigh
mrs. Sandra Levenbook
David B. Levine and Judith h. katz
Shirley J. and William S. Levine
Charles S. Levy and yvonne e.T.G.B. Zoomers
michael and Bianca Levy
marcia Litwack
mr. and mrs. Joseph Livingston
nancy and Dan Longo
kenneth and Joan Lorber
mrs. Joan Lorr
Janice Louise Lower and paul r. Berger
Linda L. Lum
ms. Gail mackinnon T

The Vincent a. maffeo Family
Lois C. magee
Julianna mahley
David and Claire maklan
Tom and Joan malarkey
Dr. Jack malgeri
In honor of Sidney moore margolis
Dr. alexander Sasha mark, mD and mrs. Thais mark
John and Liza marshall
rita and paul marth
Don and Shari maruca

ms. elizabeth a. mcGrath
Bernard and mary mckay T

David and Saran mcmeans
Susan mcnabb and Brent hillman
mr. John mcnerney
W. Bruce mcpherson
katy mead
Beverly melani and Bruce Walker
madalene mielke
Stacey miller
Daniel mintz and ellen elow-mintz
Jane and paul molloy
ms. kate L. moore
mr. and mrs. Timothy p. mulligan
mr. and mrs. William h. murphy III
ms. Viola S. musher
Carl and undine nash
Linda S. neighborgall
ms. Julie neuber
Jo-ann neuhaus
elizabeth and John newhouse
eugene nojek
oliver ocean
John o’Donnell
ms. Shari olefson
Warren S. oliveri, Jr. and mcGennis Williams
a. orza
mr. and mrs. mack ott
ms. ruth oyen
rodney and Deborah page
mary ann palka
In memory of michael e. patten
kevin and Sherry pearson
mr. and mrs. Jonathan a. pelson
Julia perlman
mark and nina perry
randolph perry
Gary and Trudy peterson
ms. mary I. pett
Victoria phipps
Col. and mrs. Scott pinckney
elizabeth a. piotrowski
Chris poppe and Teresa Channon
ms. Lisa poulin
mr. michael Warren proffitt
Drs. Dena and Jerome puskin
Colonel Terry C. Quist
alice rand
Wendy and John Daniel reaves
mr. and mrs. Thomas J. reckford
John and Sue renaud
Sheldon and Barbara repp
resch Family
In memory of richard J. ricard, Jr.
mac and michelle-anne riley
William L. ritchie, Jr.
philip and peggy rodokanakis
David roll
The honorable John T. rooney

Linda o. rosenfeld and Fred krosner
paul and katy rosenzweig
Lynn n. rothberg
Burton rothleder
peggy and Bud rubin
ms. Christina G. Sarchio
Charles B. Saunders, Jr.
Linda B. Schakel

eugene & alice Schreiber philanthropic Fund
Jane G. Schubert and robert W. Woolfolk
Dr. and mrs. Frank and Susan Schuster
amy Schwartz and eric koenig
Joyce and richard Schwartz
phil Sharp
mr. Borah Simon and ms. Carol L. pearson
Donald m. Simonds
Sister Strength, LLC
ms. Julie Slocum
In memoriam Brenda S. Smith
Dr. and mrs. Delbert D. Smith
ms. kitty Smith
nick and robbie Snow
Steve and Diane Sockwell
mr. and mrs. William Spellbring
Cecile and James Srodes
Dr. William and Vivienne r. Stark
mr. and mrs. ronald W. Steele
mr. edward Steinhouse
Janice Sterling
Crawford Feagin Stone
Dorothy and Donald Stone
ms. karolyn Stuver
Judi and richard Sugarman
maureen Sullivan
alice J. Sziede
Carol and harry Tabak
Drs. Sheila and Steven Taube
Charles e. Taylor
John Taylor
Jonathan Taylor and Dianne Shaughnessy
Carol Thayer
Grant p. and Sharon r. Thompson
William J. Tito and Debra J. Duncan
ms. amy Titus and mr. Gareth howell
maryellen Trautman and Darrell Lemke
TrueBlue, Inc.
Lynn Trundle
aL and Jacqueline Tucker
Diana m.L. Tucker
James and Cynthia Tuite
Jocelyn and David Turkel
Dr. kazuko uchimura
Drs. Stephen and Susan ungar
marilyn and roderick uveges
Dr. richard Valachovic
Joan and Lyman Van nostrand
Fernando and Stephanie van reigersberg
Dwight and Carrie Vaughn
ms. katie Vlietstra
martin and Susan Wald
Jennifer D. Walsh
Libby and herb Ware
robert Warren and Jane Grayson
robert and Isabel Wein
Jack and ruth ellen Wennersten
ms. rebecca Wilkins
Dr. marjorie Williams aCa

C. Lawrence Wiser
neville Withington and kerry kingham
anita Woehler
harrold Wolcott
Julie and David Zalkind
ms. Sogand Zamani

 

$250–$499
anonymous (44)
Bridget and Felek abbas
Jean abinader
elias aburdene and annette aburdene
Jon and kate aikman
allison L. aitken
mr. and mrs. Charles T. alexander
ambassador and mrs. Frank almaguer
ruth and Sam alward
Gabriela anaya and Bruce Tanzer
kirsten anderson and Jeff harris
nancy p. anderson
ms. Jerrilyn andrews and mr. Donald hesse
Jean W. arnold
John ausink
Dr. James Babcock and mrs. Carol ann Babcock
Tovey Bachman
Jane h. Bachner
Laurence and Warrenetta Baker
Sheila eddy Baker
Joaquin and maite Ballestero
Douglas Balz and Jane Scholz
mike and Lissa Barry
michaele and phil Battles
In honor of Jeff Bauman
mr. michael J. Beck
marion and rand Beers
Joyce and Bob Bennett
mr. and mrs. J. David Benson
marguerite Benson
ms. kathleen Bergin
Jane C. Bergner
Sharon L. Bernier
Claire and Tom Bettag
Drs. nancy and ernst Billig
anita Bizzotto
elizabeth G. Blakeslee and michael J. Blakeslee
mary Josie and Bruce Blanchard
mr. robert L. Bleimann and Dr. may Chin
John W. Blouch
Donald J. and Carol L. Bobby
rick and Burma Bochner
mr. Douglas G. Bonner
Lillibeth Boruchow, mD
Jennifer Boulanger and Bruce Schillo
mrs. mary Bowie
Cindy and Dennis Brack
Drs. James and Jean Braden
Susan Bradshaw and Gerald kauvar
penelope Breese
andy and Shellie Bressler
Liz and Cornelius Bronder
Steve Broughman
Lorraine Brown
Stephen Brushett and refiloe Bam
Buckley/palmore/hind Family
Jan Burchard
mr. Jeffrey Burton
kimberly Camp
Donna m. Campbell
kim and Glenn Campbell
Louis Cannon
mr. morelos Canseco
margaret Capron
patrick and katharine Carney
ms. Barbara Carr
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ms. Tommie Champ
mr. Don Christensen
heidi Christensen
ricky and Joy Christie
Lily L. Chu and Gerald W. Weaver II
mrs. nancy B. Clark
ray Clark, rhonda Starkey and alex
mr. and mrs. robert L. Clark
anna Cochrane
mr. Joseph Collaco
William Conklin and Barbara Conklin
Susan e. Connors
mr. and mrs. William Conrad
rachel Conway
Jovana Cooke
herbert and Joan Cooper
John F. Copes
andrea and Tim Corcoran
ms. Victoria Cordova
William Coston
edward e. Cragg
paul Crain
Stephen T. Cramolini
alan T. Crane
katie Cranford
Drs. Joanne and Frank Crantz
ms. Carolyn Crooks
Joseph Cross
matt Crouch
Suzanne and Gregory Curt
ms. Donna Dana
Dr. Dolores and Dr. Lawrence D’angelo
mr. Gerald p. Dargis
Belle and martin Davis
ms. Deanna Dawson
David DeBruin and elizabeth Taylor
Caroline and Ian Smith DeWaal
Beverly Dickerson
peter Dickinson
yin’ying Djuh
Carol Doherty
ms. Suzzane Domaruk
Tom and Carol Donlan
kathleen m. Donovan-Scully
ms. margaret Dotseth
Colleen Dougherty
Don Douglas and Dr. Carolyne Weil
Dr. richard Drawbaugh and Suzanne Drawbaugh
Dr. and mrs. John V. Dugan, Jr.
mark and Laura Duvall
mary and Bob eccles
Dr. Stephen ehrmann
Gerry elliott
encore!
Sarah G. epstein and Donald a. Collins
mr. William erdmann
Connie ericson
marcos evangelista
maj. and mrs. harvey a. Falk III
William e. Faragher
anne and marc Feinberg
Tracy Fisher
James and Isabelle Fitzwilliam
Barbara Formoso
elizabeth France
Craig and kathy Franklin
ms. Leslie a. Frantz

molly Frantz
Jim Fraser
Dr. helene Freeman 1616

Friend
Ted and kathryn Frison
mary B. Fuson
mr. melvin L. Gamble
mary alice Garber
Carlos and Lucinda Garcia
nancy Garrison
George Washington university office of alumni 
relations
Dennis Gerrity
Gersony Family
robert Gerwin and ruth assal
Virginia Giroux-rollow
Scott Glabman
anne-marie Glynn
kathleen and Greg Gohn
amnon and Sue Golan
David m. Goldberg
David Goldston
Jeff and Carla Golimowski
Brent Gordon and Susan miller
Sheffy Gordon and aimee Smart
Chris Gottbrath
Dr. and mrs. John Grausz
eldon and emily Greenberg
ms. kathryn L. Greenspan
mr. Bruce Gregory and ms. paula Causey
Susan and David Gries
melanie Grishman and herman Flax
David Grover
Gail J. Gulliksen
Tom hamilton
John harman
Gary harrington
Valorie harrison
peter D. and Florence r. hart
Ted and mary hartz
Spedden and Linden hause
Judith a. hautala
Larry hawk
mr. and mrs. neil F. hawks
Joseph F. heaps
Constance and richard heitmeyer
alda herold
Dr. roger e. herst and Dr. Judith L. Bader
Frederick S. hird
amanda and Lawrence hobart
Dee ann holisky
andrew hollinger and niki holmes
kalaida marie holmes
Dr. and mrs. mack p. holt
Charles horn and Jane Luxton
Charlotte hrncir
ms. margaret huber
Dr. and mrs. Carl e. hunt, mD
Carol Ireland
paul and Susan Irwin
Will, amanda and Fran Irwin
Jacqueline L. Jackson
elizabeth Janthey
edward and Victoria Jaycox
W. Luther Jett
mr. and mrs. Donald Johnson
George and ayah Johnson

maj. Jeff Johnson
Linda Johnson
mr. and mrs. James m. Johnstone
Fred Jones
ms. margaret Jones
Terri and phil Jordan
mark Joseph
marvin and madeleine kalb
kp and phoebe Tsolainos Foundation, Inc.
patricia karp
nancy kasler
Colleen and Jack katz
Daniel and ryan katz
Sheila kautt
mr. and mrs. robert keatley
mr. Thomas C. keenan
B. keller
John and Tommie kelley
Brian G. kennedy
Don and alison kerr
Janet kim and keely o’malley
michael and Carolyn kirby
Susan and Bill kirby
Frank D. kistler
marilyn (mickey) klein
Dr. randall knack and misty knack
kathleen knepper
In memory of robert knouss
Tom and kathy knox
Jeffrey and Barbara kohler
michael W. kolakowski
robert kopp
mary and nick kotz
Sally Weinbrom kram
Barbara kratz
mark a. kukuruga
mr. michael Lainoff
margaret Lane
John and Susan Lang
ms. Debbie Lansford
eileen Lawrence and Bobby Greenfield
John W. Layman
andrew S. Leben
young k. Lee
Lisa and Chris Leinberger
ms. Sharon Leiser
herman D. Levy
Carol a. Lewis
Craig and Stephanie Lewis
ms. Donna Lewis
ms. elizabeth h. Lewis and  

mr. Thomas J. Saunders
meg Lewis
erik Lichtenberg and Carol mermey
Barbara Liggett and augustine matson
Sandy Liotta
Lyndsey Livingstone
mrs. Sandra Lotterman
mr. richard J. Lovell
In recognition of abbe Lowell
anne and Walter Lukens
marilyn Lund
ms. margot e. machol and mr. mark C. Bisnow
Steven magel
ellie and Chris maginniss
Tom and Sylvia mahaffey
mr. Vaughn Carlton maley, Jr.

robert and Ida may mantel
Daniel and maeva marcus
maury and Beverley marks
Donald martin and Tammy Wiles
Dr. and mrs. robert martin
Stephanie martin
mr. michael S. maurer and ms. rachel L. Sher
mr. and mrs. James W. mcBride
matt and peggy mcCarty
Carol mcGarry
anna Therese mcGowan
In memory of patrick michael mcmurphy
katherine S. mcowen
michael and kimberly mehalick
henry mendeloff
Corinne and John metz
John meyer and Donna Dean
Susan and harry meyers
Lisa mezzetti
Joann and Skip mican-mahon
m. elaine mielke
Drs. rolf and Lee anna mielzarek
Jack and Barbara miller
nicole and Stephen minnick
Bobbe and herb mintz
ryland and mary L. mitchell
ms. Jessine monaghan
Dr. allen mondzac
kathryn a. morrical
William mullinix
elisabeth murawski
Susy elder murphy
mr. and mrs. robert W. mustain, Jr.
Donald and Lynne myers
Stanley and marianne myles 1616

Dr. Valerie neal
elizabeth neblett
amy nelson
Winkle nemeth
D.W. and martha newman
melissa nielson and edward yawn
marjorie and Stephen nordlinger
alice L. norris
russ and ellen notar
Geraldine novak
mr. michael r. novak
paul and Beth nyhus
ms. Carol S. o’Connell
edward and Susan oldfield
Judy olmer
nancy Swanson olson
Joe and margot onek
Jennifer ormson
amy n. orr
Dr. Betty ann ottinger
patricia overmeyer
Thomas and yates palmer
Susan papp-Lippman
Donald D. pealer
Laurence pearl and anne Womeldorf
rick peters
Geraldine Fogel pilzer
Jim and mims placke
Diane and arnold polinger
mr. and mrs. Joseph a. presel
maria proestou and Savana hadjipanteli
alfred S. raider

andrea and Bo razak
Julie and Sam rea
michael rebain
Clark and maggie rheinstein
margaret rice and Bill Sette
Joan rineberg
David and Sandy robinson
Gail a. robinson
Jill and rick robinson
Dwight and Laurie rodgers
kenneth W. rogers
Bella rosenberg
Dr. and mrs. robert L. rosenberg
eugene and Shirley rosenfeld
Loretta rosenthal
ms. Victoria rostow
ms. pamela russ and ms. nancy Stutsman
Lelia and robert russell
margaret L. ryan
Barbara ryland
mr. and mrs. albert L. Salter
mr. and mrs. Stephen B. Sanborn
Sandall Family
mary a. Sanders
Chris Savage and Lisa hemmer
patricia ann Scace
Christy Schmidt and Tony and peter Bayne
Lorie Schmidt
Steve and rhonda Schonberg
Geane and richard Schubert
Don G. Scroggin and Julie L. Williams
Joan Searby
Dr. Barbara Searle
Jeffrey and patricia Sedgwick
ellen Seidman and Walter Slocombe
Seema Shah
In honor and appreciation of the Staff of STC
patrick Shannon and Gita maitra
Carol anne Shapiro
Desta Shaw
Jennifer Shea and peter Bruns
Louise I. Shelley
mr. andrew Shepherd
eric Sherred
k. Sillers
Dr. and mrs. Thomas G. Sinderson
ms. adrianna Smith

michael r. Smith and holly a. Larisch
Cathy and Bob Solomon
Barbara Spangenberg
mr. richard e. Spear and ms. athena Tacha
John and eleanor Spoor
James and Sue Sprague
Joseph Starnes and Jacqueline Bowie
helene and michael Stein
S. and C. Stoiber
Barbara Stout
robin and mark Swope
pedro Taborga
elizabeth a. Taylor 1616

o. miller Taylor
Jill and Scott Thompson
mr. and mrs. Lawrence h. Thompson
Walter and elizabeth Tinling
Silvia B. Trumbower
mr. Glenn Tuttle
ms. Cori e. uccello
mr. and mrs. Stewart umphrey
Dr. arina van Breda
eli and Zahava Velder
James m. Verdier
James Vollman
William Von alt II
Dr. and mrs. a. Vourlekis
Thomas Walko
Steven and annette Ward
Jonathan h. Waxman and Laura Dekoven 
Waxman
mr. peter Q. Weeks - elderCaring
Thomas and elizabeth Wehr
peggy and Ted W.
David Wentworth
karen m. Whaley and Jim magner
Wilkinson/Shah Family
michael Williams
ms. Beth anne Wilson
David and myra Wilson
Scott and Lucy Wilson
Linda Winslow
ellis Wisner
Betsy L. Wolf
kathryn Wood
mendelle p. Woodley
anne and Tom Wotring

Susan yamada
Irving and Carol yoskowitz
John and Bucci Zeugner

Permanent support through the establishment 
of endowment funds
The Leading national Theatres program, a 

joint initiative of the Doris Duke Charitable 
Foundation and the andrew W. mellon 
Foundation

helen harris Spalding and herman Bernard meyer 
Shakespeare memorial Fund
Gizella moskovitz Fund

Additional Members of the Society of 1616
anonymous
helen alexander and roland Weiss
mr. John Ball
Lorraine e. Chickering
anne Coventry
Donald Flanders
peter and Linda parke Gallagher*
In memory of angelique Glass
ms. Claudia J. Greer
michael kahn T

Dr. richard m. krause*
estate of Gwenneth Lavin*
mrs. r. robert Linowes
Dorothy and Bill mcSweeny
marian mlay
Judith e. moore
Susana and roberto morassi*
mr. and mrs. richard J. park
Suzy platt*
Jennie rose
henry J. Schalizki
anne and Daniel Toohey

* Deceased

in Kind
asia nine
BridgeStreet Worldwide
Carmine’s
Cedar restaurant
Constellation Brands, Inc.
Corner Bakery Cafe

DC access
District Chophouse & Brewery
FueL pizza
Gordon Biersch Brewery
The Greene Turtle
The hill
homewood Suites by hilton Washington DC
knightsbridge, Inc.
LaTasca
Lavagna
maC Cosmetics
moet & Chandon
mom’s organic market
nando’s peri peri
old Town Shoe & Luggage repair
pitango Gelato
red Velvet Cupcakery
rosa mexicano
Social reform kitchen & Bar/private Caucus 
rooms
Tangysweet
Taylor Gourmet
TDF
Teaism
ThinkFoodGroup
uber
u Street Cleaners
urban essentials
Vapiano
Washington metropolitan area Transit authority
The Washington post Company
West Wing Writers Group
Zengo

Matching Gifts
Bank of america
Computer associates International, Inc.
exxonmobil Foundation
Freddie mac Foundation
IBm International Foundation
International monetary Fund
Qualcomm
T. rowe price Foundation, Inc.
Verizon Foundation
Wiley rein LLp
yourCause, LLC

members of the Society of 1616, the Theatre’s 
planned giving society
Supporters of the academy for classical acting
ambassadors of the Theatre, generous donors 
who help to develop and enhance our patrons’ 
relationship with the Theatre. To join, please contact 
Eric Bailey at 202.547.3230 ext. 2312.

members of the Bard association, dedicated 
supporters of the Theatre who are members 
of the legal community. To join, please contact 
Eric Bailey at 202.547.3230 ext. 2312.
members of the Board of Trustees
Deceased

oFFiCiAl 2014–2015 SponSoRS
Hotel

costume &  
garment caremake-up Wine airline

KEy To SymBolS

1616 Ba

Every effort has been made to ensure that this list is accurate. if your name is misspelled or omitted, please accept our apologies and inform member Services at 202.547.1122, option 7,  
or email SupportSTc@ShakespeareTheatre.org.

aCa

amB

T

Shoe Repair

*
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StC STaff as of 7/31/2015

artistic Director ....................................................................................................................................................michael kahn
executive Director ............................................................................................................................................Chris Jennings
executive assistant to the artistic Director and executive Director ................................ David Lloyd olson

ARTiSTiC
associate artistic Director ......................................................................................................................................alan paul
head of Voice and Text ..................................................................................................................................... ellen o’Brien
resident Casting Director  .................................................................................................................Carter C. Wooddell
Literary manager ........................................................................................................................................Drew Lichtenberg
artistic Fellow ..............................................................................................................................................Garrett anderson
Directing Fellow .............................................................................................................................................katherine Burris
affiliated artists ......................................................................................... keith Baxter, avery Brooks, helen Carey, 

Veanne Cox, aubrey Deeker, Colleen Delany, Franchelle Stewart Dorn, Cameron Folmar, adam 
Green, edward Gero, philip Goodwin, Jane Greenwood, michael hayden, Simon higlett, Christopher 

Innvar, Stacy keach, Floyd king, andrew Long, ethan mcSweeny, Jennifer moeller, David muse, 
James noone, patrick page, robert perdziola, nancy robinette, David Sabin, miriam Silverman, 

Derek Smith, Walt Spangler, Tom Story, rebecca Taichman, Ted van Griethuysen, Craig Wallace, 
adam Wernick, Gregory Wooddell

AdMiniSTRATion
Director of administration .......................................................................................................................... James roemer
associate managing Director ........................................................................................................................ anne S. kohn
human resources manager  ........................................................................................................................Lindsey morris
human resources Coordinator ........................................................................................................... Danielle mohlman
accounting manager ...................................................................................................................mary margaret Finneran
Staff accountant .............................................................................................................................................. marco Dimuzio
Company manager .................................................................................................................................mackenzie Douglas
receptionist ............................................................................................................................................................ursula David 
General management Intern ..................................................................................................................kathryn atkinson
Director of operations .................................................................................................................................Timothy Fowler
operations/IT assistant ...................................................................................................................................melissa adler
Theatre Building engineer ...................................................................................................................Dave F. henderson
Theatre monitors .....................................................................................................................milton Garcia, Jeff Whitlow
Facilities Custodian ..................................................................................................................................Jorge ramos Lima
harman Custodians ......................................................................Dennis Fuller, mirna Guzman, roderick proctor
Lansburgh Custodians...........................................................................................Zulma I. Bonilla, Izilma membreno,  

David Guzman
Director of Information Technology ....................................................................................................Brian mcCloskey
Systems administrator .....................................................................................................................................patrick hayes
Database administrator .........................................................................................................................Brian Grundstrom

dEvEloPMEnT
Chief Development officer ................................................................................................................................ed Zakreski
Senior associate Director of Development ............................................................................................ amy Gardner
major Gifts officers .....................................................................................................................eric Bailey, Betsy purves
Special events manager............................................................................................................................ moriah Lemming
Development operations and membership manager ..................................................................kristina Williams
Development operations Coordinator ........................................................................................................ Sara Seidler
membership Coordinator .................................................................................................................................... arielle katz 
associate Director of Development ...........................................................................................................noreen major
Corporate Giving manager ..................................................................................................................katie Burns-yocum 
Director of Foundation and Government relations ......................................................meghann Babo-Shroyer
Institutional Fundraising Coordinator ...................................................................................................michael Trottier
Development Intern ....................................................................................................................................amanda herman

 

MARKETinG And CoMMuniCATionS
Chief marketing officer ....................................................................................................................................michael porto
associate marketing Director ......................................................................................................................austin auclair
marketing and Communications assistant  ....................................................................................alison ehrenreich
associate Director of audience Development and promotions ..................................................Teddy rodger
audience Services Director .............................................................................................................................Joy Johnson
Group Sales and Ticket manager .......................................................................................................... Danielle Sparklin
Ticket manager ........................................................................................................................................................ Tim helmer
Sales associates ...........................................................................................Zindzi ali, evelyn Chester, heather hart, 

Christopher hunt, Jessica kaplan, andre mcBride, Izetta mobley, kristin nam, Christopher pearson, 
Jessica peña Torres, Carmelitta riley, marie riley, Crystal Stewart, Lauren Ward, michael Wharton, 

Genevieve Williams 
Call Center Director ......................................................................................................................................monte hostetler 
Teleservices associates .................................................................... Bill Billante, Thomas Brennan, kelly Carson, 

alfred Cassell, eric Garvanne, James Graham, natalia helper, Cheryl kempler,  
Jill mcafee, Joanna morgan, Julieanna novak, marguerite nutter, Cynthia perdue,  

amy Sloane, Chris Soto, robert Vierick
Director of event Sales and partnerships ...................................................................................ryan michael hayes
Theatre Services manager .....................................................................................................................................Dora hoyt
house manager ...............................................................................................................................................amanda Loerch
Lead house managers ......................................................................... erica Brown, rae Davidson, addie Gayoso, 

Stephanie mcLean, 
assistant house managers .......................................................... melissa adler, Jeremy Blunt, Thomas Browne, 

Quintin Cary, Irene Casey, ellen hoffman, Chris hunt, Susan koenig,  
Carmelitta riley, marie riley,  Bridget Scheaff, Christopher Schoen, alex Zeese

retail and Concessions manager................................................................................................................kristra Forney
Concessions associates  .....................................................................eileen Chaffer, adrianne Glover, Stephanie 

mcLean, Justin Lane, Chris pearson,  marie riley, petrice roman,  
Christopher Schoen, eric Woods

retail associates .................................................................................................................. Quintin Cary, eileen Chaffer,  
Tiara Copeland, kara Tesch

harman receptionist and usher Coordinator ...................................................................................rachel Toporek 
associate Director of Communications and pr .......................................................................heather C. Jackson
Web and media programmer ....................................................................................................................Brien patterson
Visual Communications manager ............................................................................................ S. Christian Taylor-Low
Junior Graphic Designer ....................................................................................................................................Taylor henry
photographers ................................................................................ kevin allen, margot Schulman, Scott Suchman

EduCATion 
Director of education .............................................................................................................................Samantha k. Wyer
associate Director of education .............................................................................................................................Dat ngo
audience enrichment manager .................................................................................................. hannah hessel ratner
Community engagement manager ...................................................................................................Laura henry Buda
School programs manager ............................................................................................................................Vanessa hope
Training programs manager.......................................................................................................................... Brent Stansell 
education Coordinator ...................................................................................................................................emily marcello
education Intern .................................................................................................................................. Sarah kate patterson
affiliated Teaching artists ........................................................................................Carolyn agan, Wyckham avery,  

Tonya Beckman, Lise Bruneau, Dan Crane, Vince eisenson, Jim Gagne,  
Tara Giordano, Brit herring, paul hope, naomi Jacobson, mark Jaster,  

Joy Jones, manu kumasi, Jessica Lefkow, Sabrina mandell, Chelsea mayo,  
Brenna mcDonough, Victoria reinsel, paul reisman, melissa richardson, nancy robinette,  

Joel David Santner, kristala Smart, rebecca Swislow, katie Tkel, eva Wilhelm, Carter Wooddell, 
Gregory Wooddell, Jaysen Wright, Daniel yabut

 
 

ThE ACAdEMy FoR ClASSiCAl ACTinG 
The academy for Classical acting Director ...............................................................................................Gary Logan
aCa program Coordinator ..............................................................................................................Sloane a. L. Spencer
Faculty members ............................................................................................. Isabelle anderson, Christopher Cherr,  

Dody DiSanto, edward Gero, Leslie Jacobson, Lisae Jordan,  
michael kahn, Floyd king, Gary Logan, ellen o’Brien, roberta Stiehm, Brad Waller

PRoduCTion
Director of production ....................................................................................................................................Tom haygood
associate Directors of production ................................................................................. Tim Bailey, kimberly Lewis
production administrator ................................................................................................................emmy Landskroener
resident production Stage manager .................................................................................................... Joseph Smelser
Stage manager ......................................................................................................................................................Bret Torbeck
assistant Stage managers ......................................................................................elizabeth Clewley, kristy matero,  

hannah r. o’neil, robyn m. Zalewski
production assistant ..........................................................................................................................................Teresa Wood
Stage management Interns ...................................................................................Sean Carleton, rebecca Shipman
Costume Director ......................................................................................................................................Wendy Stark prey
Floor manager .............................................................................................................................................................Julie rose
resident Design assistant ................................................................................................................................Lynda myers
Drapers ............................................................................................................................ Denise aitchison, randall exton,  

Tonja petersen
First hands .........................................................................................Jennifer rankin, Sandra Thomas, Sara Trebing
Stitchers ........................................................................................... kathryn hansen, michele ordway, Donna Sachs 
Lead Crafts artisan ............................................................................................................................................Joshua kelley
Crafts artisan ............................................................................................................................................................ kara Tesch
Wardrobe Supervisors .................................................................................... Jeanette Lee porter, monica Speaker
Wig master .................................................................................................................................................Dori Beau Seigneur
Costume Design Intern....................................................................................................................................eileen Chaffer 
Technical Director ..................................................................................................................................................... mark prey
assistant Technical Director ....................................................................................................................kelly Dunnavant
Scene Shop administrator .........................................................................................................................Jessica noones
Carpenters ............................................................................................. John Cincioni, Jr., Justin Carnes, Carrie Cox, 

Christian Sullivan
Charge Scenic artist ...............................................................................................................................................Sally Glass
Scenic artist .................................................................................................................................................................Jose ortiz
Scenic painter ...............................................................................................................................................................kelly rice
prop Shop Director ...............................................................................................................................................elaine Sabal
assistant prop Shop Director ............................................................................................................................Guy palace
Lead props artisan................................................................................................................................................Chris young
props painter/Sculptor ............................................................................................................................. eric hammesfahr
Soft Goods artisan ...................................................................................................................................rebecca Williams
master electrician ...................................................................................................................................... Sean r. mcCarthy
assistant master electrician .......................................................................................................................... Lauren a. hill
harman electrician ..................................................................................................................................................Brian Flory
Lansburgh electrician ......................................................................................................................Jacob moriarty-Stone
Lighting assistant............................................................................................................................................... max Doolittle
audio/Video Supervisor ...............................................................................................................................Brian Burchett

assistant audio/Video Supervisor ........................................................................................................................ roc Lee 
Live mix engineer .................................................................................................................................................ryan Gravett
Lansburgh Board operator ....................................................................................................................amanda Labonte 
Stage operations Supervisor ..........................................................................................................................Louie Baxter
assistant Stage operations Supervisor .................................................................................Fran hopkins-maxwell
Stage Carpenters ................................................................................................................ Laura Cividanes, nick Custer
run Crew ........................................................................................................................................................ marc Wasserman

SPECiAl ThAnKS

laura henry buda
Taylor henry
Anne Kohn 
drew lichtenberg
Sara Seidler
S. Christian Taylor-low

Thank you for helping make 
this Annual Report possible!




